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CHAP'l'ER I 

THE MILITARY DRILL OR CADET SYSTEM. 

The 1877 Act, during the Habens period, enumerated thi; 
subjects of instruction as follows:- reading, writing, 
arithmetic, English gr~mar, composition, geography, history, 
elementary science, drawing, object lessons, vocal mus~c, 
and for girls sewing end needlework. A further clause 
stated that in public scttools provision shall be made for 
the instruction in military drill for all boys, and in 
such schools as the Board shall from time to time direct, 
provision shall also be made for physical training. 

There was no defined syllabus of training stated and the 
only other relevant clause in the Act was to the effect that 
wherever practicable there shall be attached to each school 
a playground ot least a quarter of an acre in area. 

The educational system from 1877 until the turn of the 
century can be summed up in the engrossingly urgent need 
of 'percentages' in the Standard examih,ations; as a result 
of this race for statistical results the only effective 
'drill' in most schools was confined to arithmetic and grammar 
dri 11. What physical drill there was, however, found 
expression in cadet companies which were established in the 
bigger schools. The physical activity coneisted mainly of 
marching and formfng fours. Where these cadet companies 
were actually formed, the girls found no place in the 
physical training sphere. The teachers had little or no 
special training in this subject and ns they were reQuired 
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to keep considerable records of the companies and also 

to study military movements, the subject was neglected in 

most schools. The Inspectors of the South Canterbury 

Education Board adopted a 20 point scale of assessing 

the value of physical training and in 1891 the average 

num Jer of marks obtained in their schools was 10. In 

only four schools of the forty-one examined was it pro:'essed 

that very good marks were awarded. In contrast, for the 

same year, the Wanganui Inspectors stated that military 

drill was taught in very few schools. The .Auckland 

Education Board reported that military drill'gilisthenics 

were taught efficiently in larger schools; in the smaller 

schools in most cases, calisthenics only were taught. 

An effec t ive advancement was made in Southland in 1891,when 

through the co-operation of the !figh Schools Board and the 

Education Board a joint gymnasium was erected and ar. 

officer appointed who combined the duties of drill instruc-

tor and truant officer. 

The cadet companies grew in number and in 1893 the 

Government made available to all the Boards free of cost, 

the services of the officer s of the permanent arr.w who 

were to act as drill instructors within their areas. In 

this way a considerable number of companies were organised 

while older ones extended their course of instruction to 

military field exercises. In 1898, the Wellington 

Educat i on Board went a step further and appointed Sergeant 

Major T. W. McDonald as its salaried drill instructor~ 
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to organise the drill and instruct the Teachers in the 

larger schools, to which his duties were restricted. 

This influence was obstructed, as the whole scheme 

suffered from its militaristic outlook, and from the 

exclusion of the girls from physical training. 

The outbreak of the South African War to -which 

New Zealand sen t ten contingents of volunteers, the first 

in 1899, forcibly directed public attention to the 

unsatisfactory conditions hitherto existing in respect 

to the neglect of the military and physical training 

enjoined in the Act of 1877. In 189~, a vote of _£400 

was passed for the purchase of 2,000 model dummy rifles 

which were issued to Education Boards for reissue to 

schools where effective cadet corps of the full-strength 

of 35 were organised. These rifles, of which an addition-

al 1,613 were issued in 1SOO, stimulated interest in the 

drill and paved the way for further developments. It was 

also arranged that all matters relating to cadet companies 

even in Secondary Schools, should be under the direct 

control of the Department. 

The D~fence Act Amendment Act of 1900 rn3de full pro-

vision for the organisation of Cadet Corps in public 

school s and also amongst those who had left school: the 

former were to be under the control of the Education 

Department, while the latter were to be controlled by the 

Defence Department. Ample II regulating" power was given 

and used to secure a satisfactory organisation of the new 

t 
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movement and also of physical drill in the schools 

generally. 

As the smaller schools, especially in ~he country 

areas, did not have large enough roll numbers or· were 

too far removed to secure the services of drill instruc-

tors, the teachers sought for various guides or syllabii 

to assist them in their profession. One such manual 

used in many schools was titled the ~Schoolmasters Drill 

Assistant • written by Commander F. M. Norman, R.N. being 

published in Lor.don in 1874. The underlying principles 

of this manual were the encouraging or military tastes, 

and also the giving of irrnnense immediate benefit to the 

boys individually and collectively. A moderate amount 

of drill, the writer asserted, brightened up and polished 

the children wonderfully . It taught habits of order, 

regularity, silence, obedience, neatness, attention , 

steadiness and method. It went far to cure slouching 

gait and poor habi ta . It exercised the mind healthily 

as well as the body: in all, it was a pleasant and the 

'most e f fective way• of imparting all the benefits that 

resulted from discipline. If well managed, it lent an 

interest to school associations and recollections; and 

usefully diversified the school curriculum. Moreover, it 

increased the probabilities of a boy, when he became a 
was 

_young man, \9 join the volunteers, which/highly desirable, 

not only for the sake of the army but also fo r the 

leavening and humanising influences of being brought under 
t 
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discipline. The author stressed the aim that it was 

important to interest boys in the drill, at the earliest 

possible stage; and that this end was not helped but 

hindered, by a long caurse of somewhat tiresome ·and 

fatiguing preliminary movements. Therefore, it was 

essential that teachers should, as soon as 'turnings' 

and elementary 'extension motions' had been rrnstered, 

forr.i the boys into a marching squad: at this stage 

'marking time', which was a favourite movement with boys, 

had the merit of quickly interesting them in the drill. 

Other systems or manuals of the same era were 

/ calculated on the same basis of discipline and militarism. 

The practical hints given to teachers were many and 

varied i.e. verbal directions were .a,e few, short and simple: 

never begin drill, after the boys have fallen in, without 

giving the order "attention"; have short and frequent 

drills in preference to long ones: let drill be a recog-

nised part of the time-table: do not allow the drill to 

be discontinued during the winter. 

The contents of the syllabus contained the following 

movements which were set out in order of difficulty: 

1 • Dressing 

2. Position of the body at drill 

3. Turnings 

4. Dismissing 

5. Extension Motions 

6. Saluting 

' 
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7. Various marching exercises i.e. Slow step, 
. quick step, changing feet. 

8. Turning on the March 

9. Wheeling 

10. The Formation of Fours 

11. Countermarching 

12. Forming. 

The explanations and diagrams were relatively easy 

to follow and for these reasons t he popularity of t he 

manual was wide. The only reference rmde in the 

'Schoolmasters Drill Assistant' for mixed or girls' 

schools concerned an orderly and disciplined school room 

whict could be secured through'class drill'; this in 

reality was merely the srune as for boys with the exception 

of the leg-practices in the extension movements. 

The physical training of children in public schools 

up to 1900 taken as a whole was almost neglected, 

and that which was given, wa s totally inad~quate. 

Education Boards and Inspectors indicated their concern 

over this regulation subject and the position was finally 

brought under notice of the Government which passed the 

following Ac~ in 1901; 

''Be it enacted by the General Assembly of 

New Zealand in Parliament ass embled and by the 

authority of the same as follows:-

1. The short Title of this Act is, 'The Physical 

Drill in Public and Native Schools Act, 1901 

and it shall be read with and form part of the 
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Education Act, 1877. 

2. It sha1 l be the duty of the Board in each 

District to cause physical drill to be taught 

to all boys and girls over the age of 8 years 

attending the public schools in the district. 

3. The Board in each district shall from time to 

time, with the approval of the Minister, make 

orders for fixing the times which shall be appoint-

ed and set apart, for instructing boys and girls 

of the required age in physical drill, and the 

mode in which such instruction shall be given. 

4. Every Board shall include in its Annual Report 

to the Minister, a report of the manner in which 

the requirements of this Act have been carried out. 

5. Oun of the vote provided for Native Schools, the 

Minister shall make provision for the teaching of 

physical drill to all children over the age of 8 

years attending such schools. 

6. Upon the principal teacher of any school being 

satisfied that any boy or girl is unfit to undergo 

physical drill such child shall be exempted in 

such drill. 

7. This Act shall come into operation on the first 

day of J"anuary, 1902. 11 

The Act, however, ~lthough stressing the importance 

of :prwsical instruction and the compulsion of such teaching, 

did not materially assist teachers in that no set syllabus 
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was named. The immediate future became obvious for those 

in charge of childre n and that course was the furthering 

of.the military training in the cadet corps rather than 

physical training. To aid teachers in this field the 

Wanganui :aoard first initiated centres for such instruction 

in 1901. Hawera, Wa nganui and Palmers ton Nbrth were 

selected towns fo r drill instruction on Saturdays, and the 

Defence Department co-operated by detailing their officers 

to direct such 'refresher' courses. The Training 

Colleges up to this time gave little or no consideration 

to physical training, mainly because there was no teacher 

on the staff to give such instruction. Records indicate 

the Principal's responsibility to take this subject himself; 

while in 1901 at the Normal School at Dunedin, gymnastics 

was taught along with eight other subjects to a total of 

31 students. 

The number of children receiving such instruction as 

outlined in the 1901 Act was 94,116 in .1902. The drill 

given included both physical and disciplinary exercise so 

Alt Jgether there were 101 cadet companies with a strength 

of 4,851 members. In addition to the dummy rifles the 

Department procured 500 miniature Martini-Henry rifles 

and 100,000 rounds of ar:nnunition for shooting practice. 

The Defence Department lent drill instructors who visited 

schools and took charge of companies or squads during the 

a rill hours. This, however,.did not satisfy the Depart-

ment of Education, which took steps to train the teachers 

I 
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to undertake thi s work . A capable and enthusiastic 

corrmanding officer was appointed in the person of 

Major Loveday and under him the work developed rapidly. 

The wave of enthusiasm engendered by the South African 

War and the 1901 Act, also found expression in the passing 

of the New Zealand Ensign Act in 1901, by which a sum of 

£1,500 was appropriated for the purchase and distribution 

to schools of New Zealand ensigns, the only condition 

being that the school had to provide a 30 foot flagpole. 

In 1902, the Education Department arranged for teachers 

to assemble at 20 centres for physical instruction by Army 

officers. ?his Saturday ~lan was based on that of the 

Wanganui Education Board, while the Government paid the 

Teachers' fares which amounted to £781. This policy was 

adopted to secure a wider teaching coverage and also to 

reduce expenditure of the travelling instructors. 

The Auckland Education Board report for 1902 comnend-

ed the special attention that was given to instruction in 

military drill. The visit of their Royal Highnesses 

and the Duke and Duchess of York in the previous June was 

celebrated by the granting of an extra week 's holiday as 

/~ the school cadets p:m-aded excellently. 

also issued with commemoration medals. 

All children were 

The North 

Canterbury Board examined teachers after a two months' 

course in physical and squad drill with the majority pass-

ing well. Their certificates were endorsed with this 

extra qualifi cation as is done nowadays in overseas sumner 
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schools. The.Senior Inspector of Hawkes Bay, Mr. E. Hill 

was the first constructive critic of posture in the schools 

as his report indicates~- "Drill is popular with the boys 

while the girls have club drill and calisthenic training. 

But one thing appears to me as wanting in the physical 

training of girls and that is deportment. Gracefulness 

in walking in the case of a woman is worth striving for 

and this can easily be attained if attention is paid to 

this aspect of training during the calisthenic exercises." 

The first official report of the officer in charge 

of physical drill was made by Major L. W. Loveday in 1902 

on the Public School Cadets. The first section of his 

paper to Parliament was in reference to a military training 

manual which he himself intended to prepare. This syllabus 

was to supply the means whereby all ranks might learn their 

drill and duties which would include the following subjects:· 

squad, company and battalion drill; ceremonial movements; 

manual and firing exercises; bugle calls; the Morse and 

semaphore systems of signalling; guard mounting; posting 

of sentries etc. The manual was also to include a summary 

of scouting and outpost duty and also a chapter of 1DON 1 TS'. 

Major Loveday also considered, should the manual be approved 

.,- by the Minister, having the book issued by the Government at 

cost price. A new manual 11as urgently required, as at the 

time more than one book had to be consulted for the subjects 

on which information was required and also because various 

$OU~ces involved various 
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methods and resultso 

The second portion of his report asserted the view 

that the 9hysical training was also hampered -by the 

lack of a definite written syllabus. The Education 

Boards had expressed their anxiety over the matter and 

Jiajor Loveday recommended that e. new manual would greatly 

advance proficiency in this subject. 

The final chapter in the report was in relation to 

unifo~ms and he writes as follows:- "The regnla tions 

do not make uniforms compulsory or specify any particular 

uniform; the approval of uniforms is left with the people. 

I found the general opinion was in favour of a cheap 

serviceable uniform which could also be used for school 

purposes so that parents might not be put to any great 

expense. The general idea was that blue jerseys, blue 

knicker-bockers and stockings meet all requirements: the 

hend dress to be the glengarry cap with a checkered border , 

The offer of the Government to supply model and miniature 

rifles, belts, bugles and chevrons for N.C.O ' s and badges, 

swords and slings for the officers is greatly appreciated 

inasmuch os the ranks concerned will not have to purchase 

these articles and thus uniformity will be established." 

The 1903 - 1905 period in New Zealand education was 

in a state of flux with a new standard syllabus for all 

subjects being remoulded. The keynote of this modern 

education was realism and all reports and files for this 

era brought forward convictions and criticisms from many 
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quarters., Major Loveday's Infantry Training and 

Firing Manual was in great demand by the cadets and it 

was found necessary to issue a second edition so wide 

was its use. Physical drill in 1905 had shown a marked 

improvement in ell areas as the caurse of instruction 

was laid down and a special time was allocated on the 

timetable. Each school performed its physical activities 

with all classes in the playground at once while the 

static type of exercise wns in yogue. Mr. Hanna, the 

drill instructor in Southland received special mention 

as to his personal assistance with teachers and also in 

connection with his published syllabus for that province . 

A. nev, advent in this sphere also, was the parade for 

.Major Loveday in Christchurch held under the auspices of 

the Public Schools Athletic Association on the 29th 

November, 1904. The cadet drill :vas of a high order, 

while the girls performed with wands, dumb bells and clubs; 

all of which \Y.§_s greatly appreciated by the public. The 

estimated number of children receiving physical and 

disciplinary exercises for the year 1905 was 109,648, 

while the cadet strength totalled 10,858 members~ 

The cadet company movemen t probably reached its 

zenith under its organisation in the years 1906 - 7, when 

the number of companies was 280 and the enrolment 14000~ 

A stimulus to this growth was the puolication of a paper 

presented by the Rev. C. G. Gull, M. A., which received 

wide praise by the authorities in this country. 
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Salient extracts werer-

"It has always seemed to me remarkable that the army is 

the only department of athletics in which early training 

is neglected. If you wish to mak1; a boy a cricketer 

you take him in h~nd before he goes to school; if he 

is to be a good _ri'der you give him a mount in early 

youth; swimming is regularly taught to children; but 

drill, which is essentially a matter of rigid obedience, 

of collective practice, and of mechanical precision 

is generally deferred to an age when the practice necessary 

for the attainments of these habits either disgusts or 

tends to cramp the intelligence and destroy the faculty 

of individual initiative. In the navy they have adopted 

a wiser method; they catch their recruits when young, 

and train them during boy-hood to the required pitch of 

discipline. Boys do not, in my experience, find drill 

training irksome, partly because they pick up the routine 

work far more quick~y than men, partly because they more 

enjoy the precision and rhythmic movements of drill, and 

also their im~gination is caught in the milita1--y ideal. 

Our boys take their places in the battalion at the age 

of eleven." 

Public interest was aroused as never before. Valu able 

presentations for rifle shooting competitions ,ere made 

by the Colonial A11111unition Company, the Weekly Press and 

the Weekly News, while the outstanding cadet was sent to 

England to compete at Bisley. Various military camps• 
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were held at many centres all of which were well 

attended. The illus~rated papera were filled with 

photographs of cadets at work and daily papers published 

most flattering articles respecting the movement. The 

Ashburton Mail leading article on 6th February, 1906 

was entitled 1The Cadet Movement' and read:- "Great 

interest is taken by the Ashburton Public in the camp 

which is being held in the local domain. Of all the 

improvements and extensions that have been adopteu in the 

educational system of the caialry during recent years, 

none is roore important to the St a te as a whole, or more 

significant of the utilitarian trend of educational aims, 

than the wonderful growth of the Cadet movement. The 

benefits that accrue to the State and to its youthful 

members from this inst i tu tio n admit of little doubt 

and the New Zealand Government has been heabtily cong rat-

ulated by competent overseas authorities in this matter. 

The value of the drill through the discipline and the 

exercise involved in the training given to the cadets 

cannot fail to have a valuable effect . on the rising 

generation both from a moral and physical point of view. 

It gives the country an increased number . of well trained 

citizens, and foi ·this reason is worthy of the active 

support of the public of the colqny." 

The Auckland Star in 1906 gave Colonel Loveday 

praise and also voiced his opinion which was for tbe 

improvement of conditions generally. One serious objection 
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to the present arra ngement wa s that ' so short a time -

three quarters of an hour a week - was given to d r ill 

and training of cadets. Colonel Loveday held the 

opinion that the school syllabus might be amended in such 

a way to allow of more drill without any detriment to 

the purely schol 9stic work of t he pupils. But most 

t eschers, the editor cont inued, wi th that portentous 

syllabus before their eyes, would find some difficulty 

in finding room for additional oilitar y drill. A more 

practical suggesti on made by the Colonel, was that a 

short period - say, ten minutes - might be devoted every 

day to physical exercises before school work began. 

Another problem of immediate solution wa s worrying the 

commanding officer and that was the variation and lack 

of uniformity of :rhysical exercises pe r formed in di verse 

areas . His answer to t h is problem was his instruction 

to the Minister for the preparation a nd issue of a manual 

of physical drill for both boys and girls attending 

public schools. This was the first constructive trend -

in New Zealand physical training, where a manyal was 

\ to be written for both sexes exiuding military drill and 

formations. Girls, in particular, had not received any 

directed physical act ivity except that which the teachers 

h c.d individually evolved. Wands, clubs and dumb-bells 

were used in many schools for the girls ' training but no 

set syflabus had been agreed upon. Colonel Loveday 

became aware of the inadequacies of the mdet system as a 
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system of physical training, probably as a result of 

his school inspections when he realised tge lac'.c of 

training for infants and girls. 

In 1908 the first 'Manual of Physical Exercises' 

:or use in New Zealand Schools was published by Instructor 

B. Dovey and issued to all schools by the Education 

Department. The author had had wide experience in this 

fleld as he was previously an instructor at Harrow School 

in England and was also a gold medallist gymnastic 

performer at London competitions. At the time of writing 

this manual, Mr. Dovey was employed at the Wellington 

Physical Training School. This scheme was to be enforced 

at all primary schools and was not to be confused with 

military or cad€t drill wh i ch was to form supplementary 

physical activity for boys: ·1 t also superceded area 

schemes which had been prepared by drill instructors as; 

in Southland by Mr. Hanna. 

The new syllabus was revolutionary in many respects. 

The various types of activity were widely differenm from 

the military exercises. Age grouping and both sexes 

were specially catered for: the instructions to teachers 

were direct and clear. The general remarks which prefaced 

the edition are well worth quoting to further emphasize 

the reorientation in phy~ical training. "The great value 

of physical trainitlg during childhood is generally admitted / 

by educational authorities and, if satisfactory results 

are to be obtained, suitable exercises must be taken 
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systematically and regularly. The exercises should be 

comnenced from half an .hour to an hour before a meal, 

and should be finished at least a quarter of an hour 

before the meal begins." 

'~or class work the teacher should first explain and 

execute each movement before requiring the pupils to 

perform it. By this means the pupils will obtain a 

better idea of what is wanted, and when required to perform 

the exercise, will be able to assume correct positions. 

A practical illustration of each movement by the teacher 

will save both time and trouble. To obtain the greatest 

benefit from an exercise every movement nn.ist be performed 

easily, gracefully and with precision, and in such a manner 

that the special muscles called into play are used to their· 

fullest extent, being strongly contracted or fully relaxed 

as the movement requires. The lack of precision or 

smartness detracts not only from the physical value of 

the exercise but als~ from the disciplinary value, and 

neither should be neglected." 

Physical training was not viewed merely of disciplinary 

value as in previous years of militarism, but had widened 

its scope considerably. An extract from the Regulations 

for Inspection and Examination of Schools in 1907 added 

many salient teaching points for teachers taking physical 

training. "No part of the dress, including stockings and 

boots, should be tight. Any tightness hinders the movement 

and development of the muscles. The exercises should not 
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be done too soon after a meal. Frequent short intervals 

of rest should be given: too many exercises of the same 

kind should not be taken in succession, and the exercises 

should not be ·continued after signs of fatigue have shown 

themselves. Care should be taken after physical drill 

or gymnastics to avoid a chill." 

Physical training should not be confined to the mere 

performances of exercises; but the teacher should 

endeavour to prevent the formation of habits that interfere 

with the good physique of pupils, , are also points mentioned. 

Teachers were also advised to recognis~ the fact that 

attention paid to healthy games and school sports is a 

most important aid to formal physical instruction. 

This 1908 Manual warned teachers about the method of 

taking the practical training outdoors. First, comnands 

should allow a slight pause between the cautionary and 

executive parts of the command thus allowing the pupils 

to prepare themselves for the movement. . In Mr. Dovey's 

Syllabus cautionary comnands were p,rinted in Roman type, 

and the executive conmands in italics. Secondly, all 

exercises were commenced from and finished at the position 

of attention, i.e. heels together, toes pointing outwards 

at an angle of 45°, knees straight, hips drawn well back, 

chest raised forward and expanded: and weight of body 

resting on the fore part of the feet. When new exercises 

were being shown, pupils were allowed to "stand at ease" 

and the preliminary conmand "attention" was to be given 
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before the pupils executed the movement. Thirdly, after 

each exercise had been learned by numbers, the pupils 

performed it the specified number of times, judging their 

own time. When this was being done it was found advanta-

geous to select a smart pupil as leader, and place him 

three or four paces in front of the class so that the 

remainder might follow his movements. Fourthly, the pupils 

were to be formed ~Pin two ranks, the smaller pupils being 

in the front rank and the taller pupils in the rear rank. 

After numbering in "two's", open files were obtained in 

order to space the class. Fifthly, when the class had 

learned a set of exercises thoroughly both as to the 

various movements and the sequence of the exercises, they 

were to be practised to the time-i.e. the number of beats 

per minute - indicated for each exercise, a leader setting 

the time. On the corrmand "Corrmence" being given, the 

class went through the entire set of exercises, each 

exercise being performed the specified number of times. 

Where nrusic was available, it was found that the specified 

number of times which each exercise had to be repeated 

would occupy 32 or 64 bars of' waltz nrusic. 

The infant section comprised one table of seven exercises 

and the author stated that at this tender age the pupils 

require precision of movement rather than strong nruscular 

contraction. The class formation advocated was one of 

two files with the children standing at ease or at attention. 

The first exercise by numbers (64 to the minute) was:-
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.Q@: Raise the arms sideways to their full stretch above 
the head, palms to the front 

TWO: Bend forwards and downwards until the finger tips 

touch the floor inrnediately in front of the toes, 

knees to be kept straight. 

THREE: Return to position 'ONE' 

FOUR: Lower the arms sideways until in line with the 

shoulders, palms downwards. 

Ell: Return to pros i t ion 'ONE' 

~: Repeat second movement 

SEVEN: Return to position 'ONE' 

EIGHT: Arms sideways to 'Attention.' 

REPEAT ALL FOUR TIMES 

The second exercise by numbers was:-

ONE: As in 'ONE' first exercise 

.TI:{Q:_Rise on the toes, at the same time reaching upwards 

with the hands as far as possible 

THREE: Heels down 

.EQ.QE: Arms sideways to attention 

REPEAT AI.J, EIGHT TIMES 

The remaining five movements included three arm static 

positions and two laterals with an arm swing. There was 

no activity nor any attempt to include play-way exercise, 

During this fifteen minutes physical training period there 

were no principles regarding posture formulated to assist 

teachers taking the lesson. As the syllabus contained 

all static exercises requiring fixation of positions, the 
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results of the scheme from the postural angle nrust have 

been chaotic. The one table was intended to be adequate 

for the whole infant school life of a child. It can be 

readily recognised that in the light of this syllabus the 

word 'drill' was fully appropriate in the minds of pupils, 

teachers and public alike: even with later physical 

education manuals where the educational implications of 

this subject have been greatly widened, the word 'drill' 

with its former c~nnotation has remained in the memory 

of the public. 

Mr. Dovey's manual includes other tables for various 

ages and also for the sexes. In all his "free exercises" 

arm and lateral movements predominate except in a few 

isolated examples where he has incorporated balance 

movements. In addition fifteen exercises with wands are 

detailed and also ten indian-club activities. The 

illustrations which are given to demonstrate the exercises 

show a very poor standard of posture as all the children 

had l~ndosis. 

The final chapter concerns Breathing and the author 

stresses its importance to teachers. tur~l_y nasal 

breathing should be the rule and for this reason a fixed 

habit of nasal breathing should be accompanied by an 

improvement in the child's power of attention. Breathing 

exercises as mere imitative movements were taught on the 

child's first admission to school; the formation of habits 

of correct nasal breathing being a matter of as great 
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importance as any other department of infant-school work. 

Four exercises were detailed in this scheme: the first 

three were suitable for all pupils, weak as well as strong. 

The fourth exercise was to be practised only by children 

of fourteen years and upwards, and even then discretion 

was to be used, as the exercise was a severe one, being 

unsuitable for children who were anaemic or who had weak 

hearts. As to method, exhalation was to be thorough, 

while inhalation was to be as full as possible without 

straining. In no case was an exercise to be repeated 

more than four times. Breathing; when taken, was to be 

either at the comnencement of the lesson (especially older 

children), or at the end of physical drill. Sample 

breathing exerciser-

READY: Place the hands on the hips, fingers to the front, 

thumbs to the rear. 

Forcing the elbows well back, take a deep full 

breath slowly through the nostrils, elevating 

and expanding the chest as much as possible. 

Relax the chest, bring the elbows well forward, 

and pressing the fingers on the abdomen, exhale 

through the mouth. 

The ensuing years from 1908 until 1911 was a period 

of consolidation in physical training. Official statistics 

published state that drill, which included physical, 

breathing and disciplinary exercises catered for 137,404 ~ 

children in 1908 and 143,580 children in 1909. 
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Mr. Dovey's Manual had given teachers a definite syllabus 

and was welcomed by all. The foundation of the scheme 

in practice was the stress on brea1ht ng exercises, while 

inspectors of the Boards insisted on teachers carrying 

out the syllabus in~ all schools.. Mr. R. Garlick of 

the Wellington Board Staff lectured at Wellington, 

Masterton and Pahiatua, to many enthusiastic teachers 

on the 1908 manual. The Wanganui Inspectors found 

the greatest disparity in the quality of physical train-

ing especially in country schools: in several it was 

excellent, while in others it was almost valueless. 

Their reason for this inequality was explained by poor 

instruction and by the lack of the approved manual. 

The Hawkes Bay Board in their endeavour to elicit publicity 

to physical training selected Dannevirke and Gisborne 

as centres for massed drill and military displays~ 

Thousands of visitors were present to see what the 

assembled children could do in the way of physical and 

calisthenic exercises, all of which were loudly applauded. 

In 1910 the Auckland Teachers' Training College took 

a forward step in appointing Miss K. Noble as a trained 

teacher to teach physical ·culture to the women students. 

Proper costumes were worn and a distinct improvement 

was noticeable in the bearing and deportment of those 

students who attended her lectures. Up till this date 

the principal had been responsible for the physical train-

ing of the men. Mr. Milne3, the Principal, was a staunch / 
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advocate for physical training and body fitness. His 

report of 1910 is typical of his views:- "Tennis is 

played by every student in the College. Everyone 

received two separate hours per week but s ome looked upon 

this as a waste of time, and it was difficult to get 

them to see and feel the need for a break which increased 

vitality and greater output. The longer I live the more 

I am convinced of the need of active sweating exercise, 

followed by cold baths, for young people - it clears 

them physically and mentally." Again in 1914 Mr. Milnes 

emphasized physical training strongly by saying - "With 

hockey, tennis and basketball I can account for 104 

students out of 108 as playing some game. The other 

four are weakly and in my opinion, though they have passed 

the compulsory medical examination, should have been 

rejected. A student unable to take part in a game is 

not,in my opinion, suited for school teaching. Piaying 

with your children is the surest help to influencing 

them that I know, and if the teacher is unable to do this, 

he loses an opportunity he cannot get in any other way." 

Mr. Milnes realised the possibilities of outdoor basket-

ball as an ideal game for both sexes in country schoolso 

His students were compelled to play and study the coaching 

technique, while the Auckland Education Board supplied 

schools with goal posts. The wide spread of the out-going 

students to various parts of the Auckland Province hindered 

the development of the game and in the mean-time the posts 

were never used. ~ 
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It was not until the 192o•s that,with the stimulus 

from Southland where business firms and the Y. W.C.A. 

organisation played,~ basketball received full 

recognition in the Auckland area. 

The military drill cadet movement had not waned since 

1906, even although authorities were realizing the greater 

benefits resulting from physical training. , The "Defence 

Act" in 1909 merged the existing cadet companies into 

the new compulsory training system as part of the "Junior 

Cadets", the organisation and administration of which 

was entrusted to the Defence Department. Major T. w. 
McDonald was the new conmanding officer, and by December 

of that year 43,546 goys had been enrolled in companies 

or patrols. Cadet officers' Training Corps were formed 

in the principal _ centres an~ special training was given 

at the Teachers• Training Colleges. The new regulations 

made the Junior Cadets compulsory for all boys from 

12 - 14 years of age; capitation was no longer paid, 

while necessary uniforms and equipment were provided free 

by the Crown. Lord Kitchener's visit in 1910, to report 

on the defence of New Zealand, stimulated the cadet 

movement as he reviewed with high praise the mobilisations 

in the main centres • . 

Revolutionary changes occurred in 1912 as this year 

brought changes which are the foundations of modern 

physical education of today. "The Education Amendment 

Act" of 1912 substituted for the Junior Cadet organisation 
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in the schools a complete system of physical training for 

both sexes. The Education Comnittee, set up under the 

Islington Government with Mark Cohen as Chairman, held 

that for the systematic carrying out of the course of 

physical instruction recommended in the Amendment Act 

it was desirable, owing to the inauguration of the Scheme 

of Dominion Defence~ that the Junior Cadets should be 

demilitarized. Universal recognition was made-of the 

good work done by the Junior Cadets in the past, of their 

fine esprit · de corps, and their general amenability to 

discipline, while the zeal of the officers of all ranks 

was entitled to the highest praise. The committee saw 

no reason why the Cadets, besides being permitted to wear 

a uniform dress in keeping with the altered conditions, 

should not still practise shooting, and should not where 

possible adopt the best of the Boy Scout methods. These 

methods were designed to upbuild character; and whatever 

makes for the strengthening of the moral as well as the 

physical side of boy - nature rrrust ultimately produce 

good, honest, upright and God-fearing citizens. 

It was estimated that there was £27,000 worth of 

equipment issued to the Junior Cadets in 1911. This 

included the 11,000 sets of uniforms (jerseys, glengarries, 

belts and haversacks), while the yearly maintenance 

expenditure on administration and salaries totalled £.4,873. 

The new regulations sanctioned the continuance of the 

cadet movement as an extra activity to physical training, 
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which was now compulsory for all children in the primary 

schools, the statutory mininrum age ,being 14· years. 

The First World War gave added impetus to military 

training in those 573 schools which had maintained their 

corps, while many officer training corps were organised 

by the Defence Department. The movement gradually 

lost ground and enthusiasm in the primary schools as the 

new syllabus of physical training was becoming more 

familiar to teachers as the result of the improved 

administration by the Education Department. Once con-

fidence in the teachers themselves was secured and the 

gre~ter benefits of physical training as compared to 

drill was apparent, then military exercises were discarded. 

However, secondary schools of the Dominion today have 

continued the military training for boys, but with. the 

clear view, in most cases, that its purpose is for the 

Dominion's future defence and not as a physical education 

scheme. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE 1913 SYLLABUS 

Both the military system and the 1908 manual lacked 

variety of training. The spirit of vigorous activities 

and spontaneity were lacking with the inevitable result 

that children were bored with monotony. Other trends 

which forced the authorities to search for a remedy to 

this static, disciplinary scheme was the lack of detailed 

work for infants and girls; from personal observations 

both inspectors and teachers alike, considered the old 

systems too haphazard. The desire to place physical-

instruction in primary schools on an important plane was 

evident, while the establishment of uniformity throughout 

the schools under the direction of a central administration 

was considered essential. 

To fulfil these trends, Mr. Royd Garlick was appoint-

ed the Director of Physical Education for New Zealand by 

the Education Amendment Act in 1912, and was immediately 

sent to Australia to enquire into and report on the new 

syllabus of training in operation there. In reality 

this proved to be the 1909 London ~ducation Board syllabus 

which was achieving great success in both England and 

Australia. The Department had planned the following 

administrative principles, prior to Mr. Garlick's return. 

(A) To instituti a system of recording on cards, the 

improvement or reverse physically of every individual 
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child attending school. This had been done experi-

mentally at some schools and on the results ach~eved, 

the authorities desired its universal adoption. 

(B) The nine instructors attached to the Department were 

assembled for a "refresher course" in 1912 and we re 

put under expert guidance in physical exercises and 

deep breathing. 

(C) . A start had already been made in holding weekly 

physical training classes for teachers which had been 

well attended. Blenheim, Masterton, Hastings, and 

Wanganui were centres where specialist instructors 

were situated for this aspect of the work. 

(D) Teachers' training corps were formed at the normal 

colleges in the four main cities. Here the prospective 

Junior Cadet Officers received instruction in free 

gymnastics, deep breathing and military drill. 

(E) The aim of the physical training syllabus was to be, 

if possible, a system which combined "character 

formation" - such as Baden Powell's Boi Scout training 

embodied, - and physical development, with perhaps 

military drill after the age of 14 years. 

The return of Mr. R. Garlick from Australia in 

late 1912, saw the adoption of the English 1909 syllabus 

in primary schools. Ten instructors were appointed 

(six male and four female) in 1913. The training of 

teachers was vigorously prosecuted and within two years 

3,728 teachers had attended training elasses representing 
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1,606 schools and over 135,000 children. The week's 

term holidays were doubled and during the fortnight 

vacation enormous gatherings of teachers received tuition 

in the chief centres by the training staff. Physical 

training received a definite place on the timetable of 

every school and a mimimum time was stipulated in the 

regulations. 

An Order in Council at Government House on the 29th 

October, 1913, with Liverpool as Governor enacted the 

following "Regulations for Physical Education and Military 

Drill". 

"The physical drill for all boys and girls attending 

public schools shall consist of such suitable exercises 

as are contained in the •syllabus of Physical Exercises' 

issued by the Board of Education, London, and in any 

appendices or notes hitherto or in any abstracts thereof 

that may be issued from time to time with the authority 

of the Minister of Education". 

"At least one period of not less than 15 minutes 

during school hours in each day should be devoted to 

physical drill; and in .addition a breathing exercise 

should be given at the close of each hour or lesson period 

in every class of the school." 
11 In public schools in which there was, prior to the 

1st January, 1913, a duly equipped Junior Cadet Corps or 

detachment, such corps may be recognised for the purposes 

of instruction in military drill which is to be taken by 
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a qualified instructor. Applications for recognition 

of such corps must be sent to the Di r ector of Physical 

Eauca tion by 31 st January, 1914. tt 

The 1909 Syllabus embodied some fundamental changes 

in physical training 9 The military value of the scheme 

as appreciated in former years was relegated to the back-

ground. Exercises were no longer termed "disciplinary" 

as they were to be thoroughly enjoyed by the children. 

Freedom of movement coupled with a certain degree of 

exhilaration wer.e '. t he essentials of this syllabus. Games 

and dances were prescribed for each age.group and were to 

be included in the tables, while special apparatus such 

as wands, dumb-bells and clubs had been excluded from the 

scheme entirely. The monotony of th~ilitary drill and 

Mr. Dovey' s manual, which contained but one table, v.ere 

replaced by a syllabus containing 72 tables each arranged 

in progressive. order. 

Perhaps the greatest value of this English syllabus 

to New Zealand teachers was the clear outline of the basic 

principles of physical education and its relation to 

education as a whole. The conviction of the authors was 

that the true aim of education was something more than the 

mere training of the intelligence, and that attention to 

the health of the children was a matter which directly 

concerned those whose duty it was to provide for their 

education. The object of every system of education worthy 

of the name was to be the concurrent development of a sound 
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character, an active intelligence and a healthy physique. 

These qualities are to a great degree mutually dependent 

and it was undeniable that healthy physical conditions 

assist the development of the moral and mental faculties, 

while adverse physical conditions vitiate the otherwise 

well directed efforts of the teacher. The preface of 
the syllabus considered that physical education was essential 

to sound intellectual training and was fundamental in its 

effects. 

The production of a sound physique depends on proper 

nourishment, effective medical inspection, µygienic surround-
ings and physical exercise. The~e were the basic 

principles of the 1909 scheme and it wa s explained that 
physical training was indispensable both for the develop-

ment of the body and for the correction of the defects or 
evil habits induced by an unhealthy environment. In the 

case of school children, exercises were to be employed, but 

their use should always be carefully adapted to the needs 

and capacities of the children: there was a direct relation 
between the three factors of nutrition, general health 

and physical training. 

This official syllabus wa s first issued in 1904 in 

consequence of the report of an Interdepartmental Committee 
appointed by Joint Education departments of England and 

Scotland. It was reprinted in 1905 with slight alterations, 

being again re-issued in 1909 with further amendments and 

extensive revisions. Speaking generally the new syllabus 
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was based on the Swedish system of educational gymnastics. 

The exercises had been selected and arranged in 

appropriate progression, with a izew to the promotion of 

the harmoniovs development of all parts of the body. They 

had been chosen as suitable for children of school age 

and were to be effectively carried out without the use of 

special apparatus. Exercises prone to prove injurious 

to children of weak physique had been excluded, while some 

of the Swedish movements, though well designed for average 

use, had been omitted or modified in order to avoid risk 

of straining children below the average in vigour and 

physical capacity. If properly taught, many of the free 

movements accompanying games and dancing steps were assured 

of good results. 

The Board did not encourage mere conformity to 

gymnastic standards nor the production .of any particular 

type of gymnast, nor even displays where 'drill' and 

regimentation was displayed by a class. This statement 

was the direct antithesis to prevailing conditions in 

New Zealand where displays were encouraged by departmental 

officials, teachers and parents alike. The fundamental 

issue was that these displays although spectacular to the 

public, did not represent ordinary school physical training 

but rather monotonous practised 'drill'. The new concep-

tion sought to provide the normal physical training lesson 

as the display itself, which, while perhaps not so 

satisfying to the public, was of educational value to the 
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children performing. The tradition of drill pageants 

still has many ardent supporters in the education profession 

today, but with the growing staff of specialists the move-

ment is being directed into satisfying displays for both 

children and public. 

Teachers were encouraged to consider the principles 

embodied in the Syllabus and to apply th~m to their teaching. 

With this in view, some general guidance was provided in 

the syllabus on the theory and practice of the subject. 

Under the heading 'The object of Physical Training' was 

quoted:- "It is especially during the period of growth, 

when body and mind and character are immature and plastic, 

that the beneficial influence of Physical Training is most 

marked and enduring; and the highest and best results 

of education cannot be attained until it is realised that 

mental culture alone is insufficient, and that physical 

exercise is necessary to the development not only of the body 

but also of the brain and the character." 

Physical Training was to have a twofold effect under 

this scheme: on the one hand a physical effect and on the 

other a mental and moral or educational effect. The teacher 

was impressed to recognize that "The child is a growing 

o;rganism", whose powers for physical work vary definitely 

and widely at different ages, and that a scheme of tables 

designed for men was not suitable fo boys and girls •• It was 

here that military training was inadequate; it was design- · 

ed for soldiers and yet administered to boys without caution 
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~or progression. Also the value of exercises if properly 

conductect developed in the children a cheerful and joyous 

spirit together with all the qualities of alertness, 

decision, concentration, plus a high control of brain over 

body. The educational and physical elements were obviously 

blended in varying degree in every suitable exercise and 

according to circumstances; depending on conditions, one 

aspect of the activity or the other was to be regarded as 

the more important. The difference consisteq rather in 

the stage and the manner in which the exercise was taken 

than in actual difference of movement. 

The physical effect of the 1909 syllabus was divided 

into three interdependent parts. The general massive 

movements of the limbs and trunk which involve the bony 

and nruscular structure of the· body, powerfully affect both 

respiration and circulation. Other special massive move-

ments including balances, lunges and jumps have a beneficial 

effect upon the nervous system by strengthening the control 

exercised by the nerve centres over the muscles. This 

effect was label led, "General Nutrition." 

The "Corrective Effect" denoted the remedy or adjustment 

of any obviously defective or incorrect attitude or action 

of the body, or any of its parts. Such exercises were 

localised to the region of the body where remedial treatment 

was needed. The meaning of ''remedial" in this aspect of 

the syllabus referred to general exercises for specific parts 

of the body, rather than specific, detailed treatment of 
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incorrect individual positions. Breathing exercises came 

under this heading and their purpose was to give chest 

mobility involving healthy activity to the lungs. The 

value of respiratory movements mentally, in quietening and 

controlling a class was emphasized in 1909 and again in the 

latest syllabus (also English) of 1933, where a guetening 
exercise tenninates all physical education lessons. However, 
this depletion exercise today involves some slow movement 

so as to allow respiration and circulation to return to 

normal after strenuous activity whereas in 1909 a definite 
breathing exercise was given. 

The developm~ntal effect of physical training aimed at 
promoting the development of the muscular system and the 

body as a whole, in orde r to attain the highest possible 
degree of all-round physfcal fitness. Also stressed in this 
syllabus was the important influence of physical training 
in the development and specialisation of brain cells. It 

was maintained that in the brain, certain "centres" presided 
over co-ordinated movements, and that these centres be~an to 

perform their functions in early life, when the child learnt 
to stand, sit or walk. As new movements were attempted, 

new centres became active, certain nerve impulses became 

more or less habitual and thus new nerve paths are establish-

ed, with the conn~ctions between the centres becoming 

increasingly well defined and co-related. Physical education 

could thus assist in developing the more complex and highly 

specialised centres within reasonable limits. In the tables 
of the syllabus massive!' movements, involving large g·roups 
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of muscles, were predominant in the infant and junior 

tables. The more difficult combinations of movements 

were placed in the senior advanced tables where precision 

and correct execution of exercises was demanded. 

The most valuable trend in physical education 

philosophy found in this 1909 syllabus, was the introduc-

tion of educational advantages of such work. The value 

and underlying principles were described to teachers while 

the use of physical training in New Zealand schools was 

given a new scope with great possibilities. Opposed to 

"drill", regimentation ~nd discipline fundamentals, the 

new sch~me advocated the educational effect of all physical 

exercises which incorporated a strong mental and moral 

influence, in addition to their direct effect upon the brain 

and the body, i8 aeeitiee being recognised as a powerful 

factor in the formation and development of character. 

Habits of discipline and order were unconsciously acquired, 

while the child also learned to respond cheerfully and 

promptly to the word of conrnand. In this process of 

learning a variety of new movements, the memory was strength-

ened, (at this period in educational psychology, faculty 

psychology was accepted), while the progression towards 

more difficult physical activitj increased the demands 

made upon initiative, concentration, endurance and determina-

tion. The constant call for self-control, restraint, for 
• co-operation and harmonious working with others, as 

required in performing exercises and playing organised games, 
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helped to foster unselfishness and promoted a public spirit 

which had value in adult life. That physical education 

should provide a healthy outlet for the emotions was 

realised by the London Board of Education. The natural 

power of expressing thought, feelings and ideas by means 

of bodily movements was encouraged and brought forward. 

An attempt to find an appeal to the aesthetic sense was 

evident in this syllabus, and the cultivation of appreciation 

for physical beauty in form and in motion was linked with 

the perception of all beautiful things in the child's environ-

ment. 

Another important advance the syllabus made to the 

history of New Zealand Physical Education was the attention 

given to health. 1909 Syllabus - Board of Education, -

London, "The child must be fed, sufficiently and suitably; 

it must be properly clotheed, warmed and housed; it must 

have enough sleep, rest and fresh air; and the needful 

attention to personal hygiene and cleanliness." To sub-

stantiate these points brief passages were stated giving 

the teacher a physiological background. These paragraphs, 

although appearing in a physical training manual, did not 

link the information with physical education and the value 

of such knowledge was thereby lessened. The necessity of 

a teacher to realize this important aspect of the subject 

is g;ill a problem of our modern era both in student train-

ing and in syllabus content. 

The structure of a table adhered to the following plan, 
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and teachers were carefully advised to keep to the order 

stipulated. 

1. Introductory and breathing exercises 

2. Trunk bending backward and forward 

3. Arm bending and stretching 

4. Balance exercises 

5. Shoulder-blade exercises 

(abdominal exercises) 

6. Trunk turning and bending sideways 

7. Marching, running, jumping (including games) 

8. Breathing exercises. 

As there were 72 tables issued in this syllabus adopted 

in New Zealand in 1913, tea~hers had to be prepared and 

instructed in their use for successful teaching. Previously 

only one table had been used every day and every year without 

change or variation: the new syllabus endeavoured to over-

come thisrr:onotonous routine by ensuring a gradual but 

steady continuous progression in the teaching of physical 

education. Full opportunity was given to the mastery of 

every movement, but at the same time the teacher had to 

guard against monotonous lessons. The tables, therefore, 

had to be used in the following manner:- Table I nrust be 

learned as it stands by all children and taught five or 

six times. In about the 7th lesson one exercise from 

Table II was substituted for the corresponding exercise 

in Table I; in the eighth lesson, a second or third was 

changed. This process of merging was continued throughout 
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the syllabus with a new table replacing the old without 

complete change. By this method, each individual class 

worked to its own level, and physical training also 

b_ecame a progressive subject with an adequate syllabus 

for the whole school. 

The tables were clearly arranged with the exercises 

in their given order with full commands stated for each 

movement. English technical terminology differed from 

that of New Zealand and many alter·ations were noted in 

the official copies. Whereas, the word "attention" was 

used in England to finish an exercise, New Zealand 

terminology named the parts of the body to be moved in 

order that a finished position was attained. e.g. "Arms 

downward - stretch'." or "Feet together - place! 11 

Other changes were, - "Forward march" was replaced by 

"quick march"; "arms upward bend" to "arms bend"; breath-

ing exercises were named by various positions in the 

ori6 i nal syllabus, but wer-e adopted for New Zealand use 

by teaching:, numbering the given breathing exercises 

1/8, 2/8, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, and 6/8. 

1 • a. 

b. 

c. 

a. 

SPECIM~N TABLE AS IN 1909 SYLLABUS 

Table I. 

Exercises Commands 

Hips firm a. Hips - firm:- ATTENTION! 

Fee t c lo sing and b. Hips -firm FEET - close 
opening (Hips firm) FEET - o~en A'I'TENTIO . 

Arm bending upward c. Arms upward - bend 
Arms downward - stretch 

Breathing (Hips a. Hips - firm: BREATHE - IN. 
firm) BREATHE - out (ATTENTION) 
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2. Head bending backward 
(Hips firm) 
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Commands 

Hips firm: HEAD BACKWARD - bend 
HEAD UPWARD - stretch. 
(ATTENTION) 

3. Arms stretching sideweys ARMS UPWARD - bend 
ARMS SIDEWAYS - stretch: arms -
ARMS DOWNWARD - stretch bend 

4. Heel raising (Hips firm) Hips firm: HEELS - Raise: 

5. Arm bending across 

6. Trunk turning (Hips 
firm) 

7.a. Marching 
b. Running or Game 

8. Breathing - Arm 
raising sideways 

HEELS - Lower: ATTENTION. 

ARMS ACROSS - bend. ATTENTION. 
Right) 

Hips firm: TRUNK to the Left )TURN 
TRUNK FWD. - turn ATTENTION 

a. FWD. - march: class halt 1 ,2 
b. FWD. - run: class halt 1 ,2,3,4 
WITH DEEP BREATHING -

Arms sideways - raise 
Arms downward - lower. 

To illustrate the increase in difficulty or the tables, 

table 72 is given below:-

1. a. H.ead bending sideways (Feet close) 

b. Forward lunge, with foot changing forward 
(Hips firm) 

c. Breathing - Arm raising sideward. 

2. Trunk bending backward, forward and downward. 
(Arms upward stretch) 

3. Alternate arm stretching upward and sideways forward 
and downward. 

4. Leg and arm arching 

5. Arm parting (Toe lunge backward, arms forward raise) 

6. (Prone falling, leg raising) or sideways lunge. 

7. a. Toe and heel step (hands on hips) 

b. Jumping or· Marching with arm stretching forward 
and sideways. 
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Co Game or Skipping 

8. Breathing. Arm raising forward and parting. 

The fundamental position of 'attention' was very 

important in this syllabus as, with few exceptions, all 

physical exercises were taken from this positiono Also 

it was the accepted view of those days of good posture. 

The basic points of 'attention' were:-

1. Heels together, feet turned out at an angle 
of 60° (There was controversy on this point 
as Ling had originally stipulated 90° as the 
correct angle.) 

2. Body erect i.e. Chest in natural position, the 
back not unduly hollowed at tre waist nor the 
abdomen pushed forward. · 

3. Shoulders drawn down and square to the front. 

4. Head erect, eyes looking at own level with chin 
Slightly in• 

5 . Arms loose by too sides. 

This position to be one of readiness without stiffness, 

forced or unnatural standing. The photographs used to 

illustrate positions in the book, do not comply with the 

agfteed method of standing as outlined in the syllabus. 

Two obvious faults to be found are hollow backs and protrud-

ing stomach, while many photographs show strained positions. 

The value of games was noted by the authors yet the 

guidance and selection given to teachers was very inadequate. 

Four games for infants are described, while six running 

games, . three jumping games, six ball or bean-bag games, anro 

two indoor games complete the list for all middle and senior 
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classes. Singing games for Juniors were mentioned as 

suitable but no directions or references were stated. 

References to dancing were also vague and unappealing. 

They were to be used as a supplement to ordinary physical 

exercises, but the teachers were given no detailed 

instructions nor any suitable folk dance books. The 

syllabus stated that, "dances such as the Pavane , Minuet 

or Gavotte are not as a rule suitable in primary schools; 

neither is it advisable to teach the ordinary ball room 

dancing. Morris dances are easily learned and very 

enjoyable especially to the younger children. For the 

senior classes there are numerous forms of the Reel, the 

Lilt, and the Jig. There are national and peasant dances 

such as the Welsh dance and Sir Roger de Coverly, all of 

which combine healthy gaiety with controlled and graceful 

movements. tt Five dancing steps were analysed in this 

syllabus, but no dance was described using any of the steps. 

With this new syllabus authorised in New Zealand in 1913 

an extensive training campaign for teachers was initiated. 

Mr. Garlick had returned from Australia after seeing the 

/ scheme in operation there, while ten full-time instructors 

were appointed to his staff. This staff was assembled in 

Wellington and were trained in the principles and practical 

application of the syllabus; Mr. Cowles and Miss Hitchcock 

were two teachers, who were trained as an experiment, which 

was to serve as a guide to the pending refresher courses. 

Opposition to the syllabus was raised by the Junior Cadet 
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organisation whose future was certain to be undermined, and 

also by various Boards which disagreed to the new arrangements, 

more on conservatism than on principle. The first course 

was held at Hastings in June, 1913, p roving very successful 

even though very tiring physically. The eight-hour day was 

strenuous to both instructors and teacher alike, as the 

performing of the exercises was done by all. There are 

many pertinent references on record referring to matters of 

women teachers being asked to wear appropriate uniforms and 

also to the exhaustive nature of the courses. 

After the trial course at Hastings, the Education Department 

agreed to permit other refresher courses to take place, as 

the course of instruction adequately fitted the teachers to 

bring the system into operation in the schools. The failure 

a!!51 futility of expecting teachers to gain the necessary 

knowledge by attendance of Saturday morning classes or by 

the casual visits of a specialist was fully realized by the 

educational authorities; as a result Education Boards were 

invited to co-operate with the closing of schools for the 

new syllabus training. 

Twelve assemblages were held in 1913 in various parts of 

the Dominion; in six cases the men going into camp. Results 

in every respect were eminently satisfactory because independ-

ently of the direct purpose of physical instruction the teachers 

benefited by meeting together in large numbers. Within the 

twelve days allotted to each course, the teache r s received 

personal experience of the beneficial effects of the exercises 
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which created an enthusiasm and promise for the success of 

the scheme. Besides transit expenses, the teachers were 

either maintained free in camp or were given a maintenance 

alJ.owance of £1. O. o·per week. During th~ course of 

their training a system of classification of the teachers 

according to proficiency was carried out, with a view to 

recruiting f~om their ranks the staff of instructors. 

A classification into three groups was used and by March, 

1914, of the 1,823 teachers trained only six per cent of 

the women and seven per eent of the men were ranked in the 

top group. The chief prevailing faults in the teaching 

were the failure to command discipline, the lack of 

attention to detail, in preparation and general thoroughness. 

While at these courses the application of physiological 

facts and principles of daily life were expounded, not only 

creating enthusiasm but also achieving positive practical 

results. The increase in lung capacity of the teachers 

over the twelve days wa s measured: women had a 25.8 cubic 

inch increase while men increased by 19.10 cubic inches: 

this achievement was gained by the practice of the proper 

method of breathing as expounded in the syllabus and thereby 

justified its inclusion. The expenditure on the new 

physical education up to March, 1914 to_talled £7,890 of 

which £2,857 consisted of salaries, refresher courses cost 

£3,132 and t~avelling expenses were £1,455. The Junior 

Cadets' expenditure for the year 1914 was £202 as compared 

with £6,513 for 1912. 
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Notwithstanding that the training corps had been an 

initial success, the scheme was hampered by several irnportaat 

factors all of which were under review of the Director of 

Physical Education. The reports ofmhis Inspectors in the 

schools showed that the technique of teaching was as good 

as could be expected after such a short training period 

but several faults still existed, namely, the want of good 

command, lack of discipline, want of thoroughness and 

faulty progression. In country schools many tea«hera had 

not had the opportunity to attend courses, while the male 

teachers were being called up for military duties. This 

necessitated women teachers taking the boys' games and 

general training with a resu~t that poor results and a lack 

of disci~line was evident. 

When the regulations for physical education were issued 

in 1913, it was considered impracticable (in view of the 

heavily loaded syllabus) to provide more than fifteen minutes 

daily by regulation for instruction in this subject. As the 

new syllabus necessarily included many matters detailed 

under the headings "Moral Instruction" and "Health 0 in the 

Syllabus of Instruction (pp. 28,29) more time was needed! 

but the regulations did not allow for this, with the result 

that the allotted time was inadequate. Field workers also 

reported that the benefits of physical training were being 

miJlimised by improper home and school influences. "The 

habit of daily washing or bathing is neglected to an appalling 
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extent, while many children are found to be wearing four 

to seven garments where three are sufficient". To these 

observations of medical inspectors, Mr . Garlick proposed 

arranging for the supply of a suitable school costume of 

Dominion make which ~as to be issued to every child at 

cost price. This scheme was frustrated _by the war as all 

manufacturing firms were detailed to produce army clothing 

and equipment. 

School furniture was the blame for one type of scoliosis, 

the medical inspectors stated, and this deformity became 

known as the "State-school type 11 caused by unsuitable desks. 

As it was not practicable to make an3· immediate improvement 

in this aspect of school environment except at colossal 

expense, the most effec t ive means of dealing with this factor 

was the insistence on dai l y physical training. The average 

school class in 1914 ccmisted of 45 children, and the most 

experienced capable instru~or had great difficulty in 

obtaining good results in the time allotted for the daily 

lesson. The two chief factors in efficiency, discipline 

and thoroughness, were invariably sacrificed for a mistaken 

idea of progress. With the above circumstances prevailing -

all specialists were of the opinion that more time per day 

was essential for physical in 1struction and the dissension 

and appeals by the Physical Education Branch were heeded ~y 

the Education Department as an Order in Council dated the 

21st December, 1914, under the Regulations regarding 

Curriculum amended Clause 25 section (d) to read that two 

}}_ours a week be devoted tq ___ physi cal education,. 
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The Boards' Reports coupled with the School Inspectors 

reviews give praise to the co-operation of the teachers 

with thJs 1913 syl~abus. Mr. Strachan, M.A., an inspector 

of the Marlborough schools, submitted a cautionary yet 

stimulating report, extracts of which merit mentioning. 

"There is probably no part of the curriculum which is 

subject so much as this to change according to the whims 

and fashions of the day. Anyone who ha s read the first 

few chapters of Oppenheim's book, 'The Development of the 

Child', will understand how necessary it is to use caution 

by app lying exercises to bodies in a rapi d state of evolution; 

when every organ of the body is year by year changing its 

relative proportions, its chemical composition, and its shape. 

Moreover, since the muscles do not take on training until 

about the twelfth year - a year near the end of the primary 

course - the object of drill in the lower standards appears 

to be to a large extent disciplinary: it is of the highest 

importance that those entrusted with the drawing up of a 

programme in physical instruction should have a full under-

standing of the import of these facts." This report concerned 

a fundamental principle which was lacking in the tPaining 

of the specialist instructors, most of whom were not class 

teachers but had gained experience in army corps. Furthermore, 

the three months' intensive course based on this ~llabus was 

chiefly concerned i.n the mastering of the seventy-two tables 

plus the related teaching method. The study of anatomy, 

kin es iology, physiology and psychology was relegated to the 
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background with the inevitable result that physical 

educational philosophy was unbalanced. 

By July 1914, 2,200 teachers out of a total 4,300, 

had received instruction at refresher courses. Of the 

1,172 schools which had introduced the new syllabus, 531, 

had been inspected by the specialists for the purpose of 

inspecting the progress and also to give assistance in the 

establishment of the new scheme. 

The value of the Training Colleges as centres for 

detailed study and practice of the physical training syllabus 

was not utilised as conditions for the scheme were lacking 

and there were no specialist teachers to be appointed to 

the College Staffs without depleting the small field staff . 

The temporary provisions made by Mr. Garlick in the various 

Colleges provided for instruction by the College Sta:f , 

most of whom had attended the Refresher Courses . The 

Department's instructors gave assistance by weekly visits, 

while in· Auckland the female students were in charge of an 

instructress employed by the Board, and the men were taught 

by a Department specialist. The colleges were not well 

equipped for proper training in physical education. That 

in Otago possessed a gymnasium equipped for military 

gymnastics, and lacked the very necessary accompaniment of 

a swimming bath. Christchurch had no facilities and the work 

was thus greatly hampered . Wellington had a most unattractive 

and unsuitable room, called by courtesy the "gymnasium", 

while Auckland had a swimming bath but lacked other facilities . 
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Many of the students were not physically suited for the 

profession and Mr. Garlick in his annual report for 1914 

recommended that students should be medically examined before 

entering the colleges . With such conditions prevailing, 

the most potent injection point of the profession was dis-. 
organized, and the newly trained teachers left the Colleges 

without the necessary teaching gualificstions of physical 

education. 

With Mr. Garlick's death in 1914, the physical training 

movement lost a worthy administrator. At this time, various 

Boards had recommended that the medical inspection and 

physical instruction branches be co-ordinated, because with 

the existing dual control, effective assistance to each 

other was lacking. With the Physical Training Supervisor ' s 

demise, the problem was stressed to the Department from 

outside authorities and the resultant action was the writing 

to England to secure the services of a man qualified to 

supervise both medical end physical services in schools. No 

suitable applicant was found and Mr. de Castro, a Departmental 

official, was appointed to undertake the general supervision 

of the Physical Education branch in the meantime . He 

advised the field staff that there would be no· material 

alteration in the already existing plans and administration . 

In November, 1915, the 1inister of Education, Mr. J . A. 

Hanan, advised the Director of Education that he was disposed 

to think that the work done under the Physical Branch of the 

Education Board was far from satisfactory. As matters 
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were there was little or no personal control exercised over 

the instructors and~ they were not working to capacity •. 

In his own words Mr. Hanan said, "I cannot allow the pr esent 

loose unbusinesslike state of things to continue in regard 

to this Branch, and improvements. must be furnished." The 

Director referred the issue to the Board of Education but 

after a l~ng debate t hey came to no final conclusions. 

A memo r andum to Inspectors of Schools wa s then prepared to 

see k fu r ther advice and detail relating to the Minister's 

pointed statement prepared. The crucial point of the 

memorandum was ttDo the visits of the special instructors 

warrant the attendant expense?" In considering the matter 

the inspectors were to assume the following points:-

1. That physical education of the children was of equal 

value as their mental training. 

2. That the teachers should have as good a training 

as circumstances permit in the system of exercises 

adopted and should have an intelligent knowledge of 

the precise physiological effect of each movement. 

3. That any scheme in use should be characterized, in 

'large me asure, by the develop:nent of organised gGmes. 

4. S~ecial attention should be given to the tra ining of 

students in Training Colleges. 

That at least the younger inspectors should themselves 

take a course of physical training to enable them 

to judge the effectiveness of the instruction given 

in the schools and to place them in a position to 

consult with the teachers, advising them on doubtful points. 
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Inspectors of all the Education Boards gave the memorandum 

great consideration and the collected summary of their reports - --
indicated the deliberation they had given to the subj ect 

of physical training and the expense involved. 

features are worthy of recording. 

The salient 

A. That the quality of instruction varies from Board to Board. 

B. Large schools need special instructor's visits. 

C. Small schools should be amalgamated for instruction, 

not only to limit expense but also to have the teachers 

meeting socially for courses which stimulate education-

al enthusiasm. 

D. Refresher Course3 to be organised for all teachers who 

had not had the opnortunity of attending previous 

assemblages (This involved half of the teachers in 

New Zealand) . 

E. All inspectors should undergo courses. 

F. More attention to games urgently needed. 

G. Specialists in physical training should be under direct 

control of the Senior Inspector of each Board. 

H. Corrective classes should be formed. 

I. Medical and physical departments should be co-oroi.natea. 

By March 1916, the Education Department had approved 

the following new regulations: 

1 • Phys i c a 1 i n s t ru c t ors were u n d er d i re c t c on t ro 1 of the 

Senior Inspector of Schools in their area. 

2. All communications to be made through the Senior Inspector~ 

3. Names of teachers whose class instruction in physical 
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exercises had after a reasonable time failed to show 

satisfactory progress, to be forwarded to the Senior 

Inspector. 

4. Arrival and departure at a school to be noted and 

returned in a monthly diary: also an exact daily 

log during which the specialist was employed other 

than visiting schools. 

5. To bring immediately under the notice of the Senior 

Inspector, a review of any authorized expenditure 

incurred. The Dir·ector voiced the view of the 

Department after these regulations were gazetted 

by saying, "The change will result in a closer co-

ordination, while the advantage to be gained by the 

adoption of the plan will be obvious. It will tend 

to bring all inspection work of the Primary Schools 

and the instruction of both teachers and school children, 

under the immediate control and supervision of the 

Senior Inspectoril . " 

Coupled with these improvements in the administration 

of physical training, was a new scheme of medical inspection 

of school children. From 1917 it was to consist of a 

routine examination of children in Standard II (but not more 

than 30 in any one school) and in addition the examination 

of all children selected for real or suspected physical 

defects. Corrective classes were to be set up on a firm 

basis as both the Medical Officers and Physical Instructors 

were to visit the larger schools together, and confer as to 
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treatment. The medical authorities advised also, that the 

special classes would be greatly enhanced if the remedial 

exercises were taken twice a day with fifteen minute periods. 

As the teachers were to take charge of this remedial treatment 

their knowledge was to be increased by the assistance of the 

itinerant specialists and also by the provision that 

Training College students should at t end the larger city 

schools for the purpose of observing the methods of medical 

inspectors and the special classes in operation. The small 

schools were omitted from the itineraries of both medical 

and physical officers on the grounds that the travelling staff 

had been reduced when members had been ca l led up for service 

in the army. 

The Medical Officers dominated the policy at this 

period in regard to physical education mainly because they 

were organised, whereas the physical training specialists had 

no appointed supervisor. Public opinion was also in favour 

of an increase in remedial training as excellent results 

were being obtained with such treatment in several Army camps. 
' 1As the School Doctors considered the standard of work in the 

schools as poor, they recomnended that the Department should 

allow the spicialists to supervise and personally instruct 

Training College students and stressed too, the necessity 

of more refresher courses for general teachers. In 1917, 

Senior Inspectors were advised that physical training 

instructors were to take weekly lessons at the Training 

Colleges as long as e~enses and excessive travelling w~not. 
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involved. A further regulation, co-ordinated the medical 

and physical officers, by placing the physical instructors 

under the imnediate supervision of the Medical Inspector 

who was to sanction the itineraries nnd general duties of 

such specialists. This action was deemed necessary as 

the travelling duties of the Senior Inspector himself, 

did not enable him to come in contact with the physical 

instructors; officially, through the Medical Officer, the 

instructors were still under the direction of the Senior 

Inspector. 

These alterations in administration which affected 

the physical instructors, .were but part of a general 

prograrmie of development and re-organisation under. the 
• 

guidance of Mr. Hanan. His educational aims are best 

described in his own words; "I am convinced that the education 

and training of the present and immediately following 

generations constitute the greatest reconstructive agencies 

at our disposal for the repair and reorganisation of national 

life after the present destructive upheaval. The principles 

of educational progress in which I hope to base the successive 

practical reforms in educational prodedure which may 

constitute to the reconstruction referred to are therefore 

presented in every general outline. The goal cannot be 

reached at a bound but I am certain that we need no w to 

make a kind of educatior,al stock-taking and to give some 

perspective to educational effort, so thst the people of the 

Dominion, on whose cordial support so much depends, will be 
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able to follow and encourage each movement towards a 

thoroughly re con st ructi ve national policy. 11 

"Our weakness in educational as in national affairs 

has been an over-reliance on our own resources without 

appreciating the r eal need for system and control: an 

extreme deference to individual and local considerations, 

and the entrusting of expert and professional matters too 

long to lay administration. We could surely intooduce 

more co-ordination and economy of effort dependent on a 

wholesome amount of social and rational discipline without 

approaching the type of regimentation and autocracy against 

which we are fighting.w 

With the policy of the Education Department clearly 

formed., there followed a period of consolidation in the 

physical training sphere. 'rhe shortage of School Medical 

Officers and the poor state of hygiene in the schools prompted 

the Department to inqu ire into the position; in 1917 School 

Nurses were appointed to assist the Doctors. The mission 

of such nurses was to keep in touch with all cases where 

reports had been made in regard to dental, eyesight and other 

defects. The nurses visited the homes to explain the nature 

of the ailments and the treatment that WFlf:l to be adopted to • 

alleviate such ailments. These services were free and the 

nurses were at all times ready to give the parents the full 

advantage of their knowledge. So great was the scope of 

these nurses, both in and out of the classroom, that it was 

envisaged to create a special dental service separately from 
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general medical treatment. 
year 

Instructor's reports for the/1917, yielded reliable 

indication as to the temper of the physical training move-

ment under its amended organisation. One officer on the 

West Coast of the South Island visited 199 schools and had 

personally viewed the instruction of 14,308 children by 

420 teachers. These visitations be gan in April and as 

previously, the instructor had been h:Jlding small refresher 

courses for country teachers while also being engaged in 

examining children with the School Medic9l Officero During 

the year, this instructor had also taught at classes on 

Saturday mornings for Pupil Teachers and Probationers, while 

Mondays had been reserved for instruction to the Training 

College students. This report was an indication of the 

wide coverage these instructors were e .xpected to · supervise 

in the course of their duties; all reports express the 

necessity of refresher courses, if the syllabus was to achieve 

desired results. Individual assistance to teachers in the 

schools was well-nigh impossible, as the instructor was always 

limited for time during each school visit. Some schools 

were attended twice: the first visit being for instructional 

purposes where the specialist demonstrated, while the second 

visit was for the purpose of inspection. 

Corrective classes had developed and grown, becoming an 

established fact in all the larger schools. This organisation 

was hindered as it was not recognised as the most important 

part of the school training for the child selected for corrective 
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treatment. There was no provision made on the time-table 

for such classes nor were there any specialist teachers on 

the school staffs to supervise the remedial exercises. 

What success had bee n gained was largely due to the personality 

and conscientiousness of one in t erested te acher, coupled 

with co-operation of a forceful headmaster. Some specialists 

had used photographs as a· guide to Rssess the value of 

corrective treatment between their visits, but the whole 

scheme was doomed to failure in later years, as teachers 

did not possess accurate detailed knowledge of anatomy, 

which is the first essential of remedial treatment. 

By the end of the First World War the Department 

employed twenty seven officers connected with the physical 

development of children in New Zealand primary schools. 

Of these, six were Me dical Office~ ten were school nurses 

and eleven were physical instructors. In 1919, applications 

were aga in invited for a person to be appointed as the 

Supervisor of both the Medical and Physical Branches, but 

the subsequent transfer of the Medic al School service to 

the Health Department caused this proposal to be abandoned. 

Fortunately there h as been no lessening of co-ope ra tion 

between these two services since that time. 

The itinerant instructors, who seldom met, felt the 

desire of a Staff Refresher Course and stressed its urgent 

necessity. The Staff had not been together since 1913 

and during that time there had been numerous points arising 

where different inte1y:r>etations had been creating diffe~ces 

in the movements and instructions. These variations 
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affected the work mnjuriously and at the desired course 

it was proposed to seek and establish uniform methods. 

Three new instructors had been appointed after their 

release from the army and the existing specialists were 

of the opinion that not only could these recruits be given 

special training in the 1913 syllabus, but that these men 

could aid the other specialists by explaining army methods. 

T~e appointment of Mr. H. E. Longworth as Supervisor 

of Physical Education in 1919, gave a much needed impetus 

to the physical training scheme. A Conference was held, 

where policy matters and method were debated, and the instructors 

were informed that their immediate superior in each area 

was the Senior Inspector who had resumed this responsibility 

after the transfer of the School Medical Officers to the 

Health Department. Mr. Longworth's scheme of work for 

1920 typified this period, when two new sylla~~ were being 

prepared and when the value of instructor's visits were 

being intensif~ed. In preparing the ground, the Supervisor 

travelled throughout the area to co-ordinate the work of 

his staff with the School Medical Officers and the Senior 

Inspectors. He gave special attention to the ·theoretical and 

practical knowledge of his new appointees, and also guided 

them in the exact form of instruction to be carried out at 

schools with regard to manner of conduct, criticism, length 

of visitation and reports. The Training Colleges were 

inspected by Mr. Longworth who readily recognized the great 
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benefits to be gained through adequate training of the 

students; it was his aim to staff the Colleges with full-

time specialists rather than continue with the existing 

conditions where the field staff took weekly lectures. 

To standardize procedure in connection with school 

visits the following memorandum was sent to all physical 

training teachers and their official duties were enumerated 

as follows:-

1 . "The ordinary reports of Physical Instructors on teachers' 

work on Form P . 2 will be made out in duplicate, one for 

the head teacher, to be shown to the teacher concerned, the • 

other to be filed at the specialist's office . The Physical 

Instructor will furnish the Senior Inspector with a monthly 

list of schools visited giving a classification of them 

according to the standards given below and drawing attention 

to any special excellence or weakness on the part of 

individual teachers. In this way the Senior Inspector 

can, if he thinks fit, readily report such schools an~ 

teachers to the Board." 

2 o "In any case where an individual teacher's ability is 

not adequately represented by the general report of his 

or her school - as for instance, a "very good" teacher 

in a school the average of which might only be "satisfactory" 

special attention of the standard of that teacher's work 

should be made . n 

3 . "All the reports made will .be available to the Senior 

Inspector should he require their inspection." 
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4. "In view of the fact that teachers' ability to instruct 

in Physical Education· is taken into consideration in 

grading, a uniform system of marking must be adopted. 11 

5. "A pocket book of forms for the marking of teachers 

and schools under the eight heading, will be issued to 

the Instructors. These books must be kept carefully 

a nd handed over to the Senior Inspectors for their use 

6. 

during the grading of teachers. The awarding of 

marks on a p e rcentage basis was classified in the following 

manner:-

(a) 

(b) 

( c) 

(d) 

(e) 

( f) 

(g) 

15% for Teacher's ability t o instruct (pe r sonality) 

15% for General posture of clam~, 

15% for correctness of movement 

15% for organised Games 

10% for Order and Introduction of Movements 

10% for Sequence 

10% for Introduction 

(h) 1 0% for Marching." 

"Physical Instructors will as cpportuni ty offers put 

into practice the suggestion (discussed at their Conference) 

of advising head teachers to appoint pupils as Monitors 

and sub-instructors, and will report at the end of six 

months on the success or otherwise of the scheme. It 

would be considered specially suitable in sole-charge 

and small schools and for dividing up large clas ses. 

This does not, however, relieve the teacher, but creates 

a need for increased vigilance on his or her part." 
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7. "In all districts where there are two Instructors~ 

the Instruc.tress will take .the Infants and the corrective 

work as far as practicable." 

8 .. "The corrective exercises used in different districts 

should be submitted to the Supervisor with a view to 

corrrpiling a uniform system. 11 

9. "On wet days it will be considered the duty of 

Physical Instructors to visit schools for the purpose 

of inspecting and of advising concerning indoor work, 

which should never be neglected by teachers during · 

adverse weather conditions." 

10. "The giving of addresses to school children or teachers 

on hygiene is no longer considered a part of the 

Instructor's duties. Specialists will give instruction 

and make reports only on such matters of general hygiene 

as ventilation, clothing, etc., in so far as these are 

directly related to physical training." 

11. "Instructors will on visiting a school inspect and 

initial the teacher's scheme of work and weekly· work 

book." 

Another memorandum sent to all areas from Mr. Wilkins, 

the Superintendent of Health Inspectors, requested the 

Physical Training Specialists to advise all head teachers that 

owing to the prevalence of flat feet and the tendency thereto, 

children should be made to walk into school on tip toes after 

assemblies. By this means, it was hoped that children 

who were already suffering, will be helped and the tendency 
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to it in all pupils would be counteracted. 

The 1913 Syllabus was in use for eight years and 

during thnt period had achieved mediocre success. War 

conditions influenced its total effect adversely, in that 

the teachin ?, staff was greatly reduced in male strength, 

while the specialist staff had extensive areas to supervise 

with the inevitable result that their visits to schools 

could not be so intensive and beneficial as was needed. 

The failure to train all teachers by refresher courses 

was a major error, as was the lack of training given to 

Training College students. The ad vantages gained by this 

syllabus ·included the health aspect of growing children, 

the recognition of physical training as a definite time-table 

subject, the system of tables and progression, the 

establishment of official duties and procedure of specialists' 

visits to schools, the appointment of a Supervisor of 

Physical Education, and of great importance a conference 

of Instructors who conferred on method, organisation and 

the syllabus. The outcome of this Staff Meeting was the 

writing of two new textbooks for New Zealand Primary Schools, 

adapted for the conditions of this country and using the 

latest English Syllabus fundamentals. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE 1920· - 21 SYLLABUS 

During the last decade the place, scope and conception ,..,-

of physical education ha~ steadily broadened and it had 

gradually assumed a meaning entirely different from that 

implied by the old term 'school drill'. Teachers were 

beginning to realize that undirected, indiscriminate 

exercise cannot take the place of a scientific sy~tem of' 

physical training, ·which was indispensable es much for 

the nor~al healthy development of the body as for the 

correction of inherent or acquired defects. 

The 1913 Syllabus was superseded by a revised edition 

published by the New Zealand Education Department. The 

texts of both the 1919 London Education Board Syllabus and 

the old scheme, formed the basis of this new edition,, v,hich 

was produced to meet the somewhat different conditions 

obtaining to New Zealand. This syllabus embodied the 

results of the experience gained in the last eight year~ 

and also all that which was considered desirable to adopt 

from the fresh material in the 1919 English manual. 

The new syllabus was based broadly on the Swedish system 

of physical exercises and could be effectively carried out 

without the use of special apparatus. Essential new 

features included breathing, games, agility exercises, and 

the principles of progression. With the greater flexibility 

of these activities the tables sponsored a greater spirit 
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of recreation and enjoyment ln physical . training than had 

previously been possible with the static type of exercises 

employed. 

The chapter on "breathing" in this syllabus varied 

considerably from the English edition and was compiled 

with the aid of the Health Department Doctors, using also 

the Army exercises in addition to the knowledge gained by 

the itinerant school instructors. The New Zealand scheme 

laid great stress on the subject as it was considered to 

be one of the most important vital functions directly 

concerned with physical training. Besides aerating the 

blood it had, when judiciously performed, a considerable 

effect upon the action of the heart. Exertion, cRlled for 

quickened circulation of the blood, which was brought ~out 

by a quickened action of the heart, accompanied by an 

increased rate of breathing. This acceleration of circula-

tion and respiration as a result of exertion, for the sake 

of brevity was known as the A.C.R. Under the conditions 

of A.C.R. rapid shallow breathing had little effect in 

relieving the stress as compared with slower and deeper 

breathing, v1hich greatly assisted the action of the heart, 

steadied the circulation and rapidly orought about a return 

to normal. As there were tendencies generally to neglect 

breathing, children were to be encourage:i ..,,hen participating 

in exerciseE to breathe deeply and deliberately, rather than 

in a hurried and incomplete manner. As the rane of respira-

tion varied with the individual as well8An relation to age, 
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classes were not necessarily expected to perform these 

exercises in the same exact regular time as required with 

other movements . The teacher was also inforrred to 

realize that children naturally breathe more rapidly than 

adults. It waG imperative that breathing exercises be 

invariably preceded by some general a ctivity and not given 

when the circulation and respiration were quiet . 

With th e special exercises for breathing the movements 

were so timed that the inspiration accompanied arm raising, 

parting, stretching or outward turning thus allowing a 

greater chest expansion, while expiration was performed 

with the return or relaxing movement . The object of 

placing the hands on the lower ribs in some of the exercises 

wa s to enable the children to appreciate the expanding 

movement of th e thorax. 

The twelve special exercises recommended for classes 

in progressive arrangement were :-

(A) 

(B ) 

( C) 

(D) 

(E) 

With 

With 

With 

With 

With 

arm raising sideways (feet astride) 

arm raising sideways and heels raisihg ( feet 
arm parting (feet a:;tride) 

arm parting and heels rai.sing ( feet astride) 

head bending backward (hips firm) 

(F) With arm raising forward, upward and lowering 

sideways and downwards. 

(G) With slow arm flinging 

astride) 

(H) Intercostal - hands on lower ribs - fingers spread . 

( I) With arm turning outward and inward . 
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( J) With arm turning outward and inward with head 

bending backward. 

(K) With arm turning outward and arms sideways raise 

(L) With arm turning outward and heels raising. 

In the tables, brea1llii.ng exercises formed the last 

section of the introduct ory activities, and also the 

depleting exercise of every lesson. In discussing these 

special exercises, no mention was made of the value of 

good posture while breathing was being practised, nor 

was there mention of the class being allowed "free" time 

in which to perrorm the movement. From enquiries ijsked 

of the teachers of that era, it was evident that such 

exercises were performed to numbers, which defeated the 

important principle of individual variation. 

Viewed in the light of historical advancement, the 

greatest innovation in this 1921 Syllabus was the develop-

ment of purposeful physical activity as opposed to static 

drill. These activities periods were used in the introduc-

tory section of a lesson and also in Group 7 which preceded 

the quietening exercise. Running and marching techniques 

with all their innume~able variations were described in 

detail in this syllabus, while the chapter on the fundamentals 

and purposes of jumping was important in that it stressed 

the value of such agility which serves such a valuable 

function in modern physical education. For clarity, the 

1919 English syllabus (fully endorsed in the New Zealand 
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publication) divided jumping exercises into three main 

groups:-

1. Exercises which cultivated spring and flexibility, 

such as astride jumping. 

2. The more formal jumps such as "upward jumps" 

3. The recreative and in some instances pBrticularly 

useful jumps, as "jumping over a rope" or the 

"broad" and 11 high" jumps. Vaulting was also 

to be added to this group if opportunity permitted, 

but no coaching points were given on this aspect. 

The value of this type of agility lay not only in 

the stimulation of respiration and circulation, but also 

in the establishment of a sense of rhythm at the comnence-

ment of a lesson added to these beneficial results, formal 

instructional jumps had much of the localized effect on 

leg muscles and were therefore included in that section 

of the table. Excellent teaching points, which are basic 

today, were outlined in this manual and salient features 

included the advisability that in jumping the body was 

to be ~repelled upwards by a strong contraction of the leg 

and thigh muscles, while the knee and ankle joints we re 

to be bent and immediately extended with the utmost rRpidity 

and force. The landing was to be made on the toes with 

the knees slightly bent; the knees and ankles then yield 

easily to break the impact. "It was essential," the 

syllabus stated, "that· the correct style of' landing should 

be acquired before high jumping or vaulting was attempted. 
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Injury may result from a 1thard" landing in which the 

muscles are kept tense and the legs do not yield, owing 

to the shock or jaro 

use in everyday 1 ife. 1t 

The ability to land well is of 

To secure unhampered jumps the 

arms were allowed to remain free and were not to be put 

on the hips or in any other fixed position. The free 

forms of recreational jumping exercises were more suitable 

to young children in this syllabus, while the chief aim 

underlying these was to make the children jump vigorously 

and to land with plenty of knee spring. (At first they 

were allowed to land with knees fully bent having hand 

support as well). 

The previous syllabus hRd sadly neglected the 

recreative minor games. This omission, had in New Zealand 

called forth some strong criticism from teachers, inspectors 

and instructors. The same criticism existed in England , 

but with the advent of the new manual, games received their 

deserved recognition, while the principles behind their 

selection were aptly explained. That the art of good play 

organization was in the grasping of opnortunities, ~he 

limitations and the peculiarities of the conditions under 

which the play was to take pl a ce and in selecting the 

right game for a particular occasion was realized. With 

a wide variety of indoor and outdoor games, other than 

the recognised major games, together with variations 

obtaining to ground conditions, teachers were guided to 

allow children to renp the benefits of such valuable team games . 
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The games described were divided into three sections 

for age groups and the psychological reasons of such 

selections were stated . For the infant group the games 

were to be simple and imitative as the children pretended 

to act like Indians, cobblers, trains and auchlike. 

TheY'e was not much in the game itself and it was qubkly 

over, but the child of this age found enjoyment in 

repetition. Easy games of chase, running and jumping 

were also appreciated if not too complicated, while 

singing games were stressed. These principles were 

elaborated in detail in the text 'A Course of Physical 

Exercises and Games', which was written in congunction 

!Vi th the Syllabus. 

The 8 - 10 year age group, games involved more advanc-

ed forms of chasing and racing: where the spirit of 

r1valry and contest was introduced. Added to these, 

were the easy games of skill requiring the throwing and 

catching of bean-bags snd balls. Not only did children 

strive for success, but by forming one of a group, all 

of whom were aiming to achieve the same result, the 

instincts of co-operation and social responsibility were 

developed. 

With the age group above 11 years, there appeared 

a desire for more advanced, purposeful and organized play . 

Besides the desire for individual excellence, the social 

or team spirit expressed itself more strongly. The writers 
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of this Syllabus realized that in the past, girls had 

been neglected in games coaching, as outdoor basketball 

had been the only one taught, and that, to a talented 

few. The boys had fared very well in comparison, as 

rugby snd cricket were highly organised as inter-school 

contests. To cater for all children a wide variety 

of minor games was listed. 

As a further guide to aid teache rs in game selection, 

games were sub-divided into classifications according to 

the varying conditions under which teachers labour. 

For example, for all age-groups, five headings were used -

(a) Active games limited in space covered - Fire in the 

Mountain, Signals, Captain Ball 

~b) Active games, free and unlimited - Pebbles on the 

Shore, Free and Caught, Prisoners' Base. 

(c) Games for .cold weather - Follow the Leader, Jump 

the Shot, Combined Jumps. This section included all 

types of jumps, dance steps, and in all, could be 

called a general activity or agility section. 

(d) Little or no change of floor position - Jack in 

the Bos, Ten Trips, Moving Target. 

(e) Small amount of activity - Tom Tiddler, Last Couple 

Out, Time Ball. 

The major handica~ in this games' prograrnne was the 

inadequate descriptio~ of these activities. No rules, 

progressive lead-ups or coaching points were given: the 
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only recormnendation given to teachers was the purchase of 

several reference books in whi ch the games were described. 

Not only was this expensive to teachers but also the 

supply was limited and such texts were difficult to obtain. 

The only book which was used extensively in New Zealand 

was written by Jessie Bancroft entitled, 'Garres for the 

Playground, Home, School and Gymnasium". 

Finally, this syllabus, although maintaining the 

order of exercises as before, advised teachers to spend 

ten minutes on the fira:. six exeriises and ten minutes 

on group seven and eight. As section eight was the 

depleting movement of a table, section seven was therefore 

viewed as the most important exercise·. It included 

marching variations, jumping and games, - it purported 

to be the activity or less formal work of the table. 

It was the forerunner of the "class activity" group in 

the modern table. 

Additional modifications included eight new tables 

making a total of eighty in all; the introductory exercise 

became less formal and static; the technique of corrmanding 

was changed, as the word "astride" replaced the old "stand 

at ease 11 position, while the finishing comnand of "attention" 

gave way to such orders as "heels down" or "arms lower". 

This was a definite swing away from military physical 

training methods in primary schools, although the practice 

was continued in the Secondary Schools for many years. 
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The 1921 Syllabus was printed in New Zealand and issued 

free to all public schools. 

To provide an adequate and efficient physical t ~a infung 

scheme for Infant classes, there was published in 1921, a 

small manual called a 110 ourse of PhJrsi ea 1 Sxe rcj_ ses and 

Games Suitable for Infants". Previous to this time, infant 

teachers had differed widely as to their schemes of work 

for this section of the school community. Rigid drill was 

advocated by many as a prepctration for the upper school 

training, while others adopted __ a 11 free-play11 period 

including singing games. Miss Livingston, a physical 

instructress employed by the Dunedin Education Board, drew 

the Department's attention to the haphazard situation in 

1918; that there was in existence no organised scheme of 

physical training for infants which conformed to Department's 

regulations. The result was that physical work in Infant 

Departments was, through no fault or lA.ck of painstaking 

effort on the part of the teachers, irregular and unsystematic . 

With a view to assisting the Department in overcoming this 

inadequacy, Miss Livingston compiled a tv;o ;:y'~ars ' scrieme of 

infant tables. This instructress, who had been trained 

at the DumfePmline College of Hygie n:e and Physical Tmining , 

possessee a comprehensive knowledge of both the theory and 

practice of infant physical education and wasthus well 

qualified to submit her tentative scheme. The Department 

commended her effort, but publication of the tnbles was delay-

ed until a Supervisor of Physical Education was appointed. 
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VVhen Mr. Longworth was selected as Chief Instructor, he 

put the matter under review an'd later had the Conference 

of Physical Instr1;1ctors discuss the situation. Consequent-

ly, the scheme was published in 1921, and in answer to the · 

widespread criticism that greeted this edition, the 

Department indicated to the t~achers that there ~ere many 

advantages in utilizing and controlling the play movements 

in such a manner as to keep - and considerably increase -

their effect of ha11iness and enjoyment while accustoming 

the body and mind to respond to external suggestions and 

stimuli. This gradually, by progressive steps, trained the 

in t elligence and led up to the inm1ediate more accurate 

response, both physical and mental , wh i ch was expected of 

older children . Phy sical t raining in the infant school 

was to prepare the way for the work in the upper school 

progressively . 

Short lessons of ten to fifteen mi nutes were taken i n 

the schools; as active movement and frequent changes of 

position were the keynotes of each table , the authorities 

considered it advi s able that t wo daily lessons were to be 

taken . The morning table was called the "primary lesson" 

b e ing of greater importance than the afternoon 11 secondary 

lesson", as good posture was the desired achievement in the 

primary lesson . The afternoon ~able was suitable for indoors 

where advantage was taken of clean floors and the piano; it 

included activities with games , use of free apparatus , 

danc i ng , rtwthmic movements and singing games, being practised . 
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A fundamental innova tion in ~he In f ants' less on s wa s 

the use of new formations. The military "fall in" and 

"file" formations wer>e repla ced by ring s, toeing the ch alk 

line, and open files after choosing several leaders. The 

object/of these formations was no longer to obtain discipline, 

but to give every child space in which to move without 

. interferi ng with other children, and at the same time 

allowing the whole class to see the teacher. Variety of 

formations during a table was advoc a ted, not only to give 

children a sense of direction and spacing, but also to 

train individuals to respond quickly by interpreting simple 

comnands.intelligently. The method of teaching by imita-

tion was largely used, while teaching by command was 

gradually introduced. It was considered essential that the 

teacher was to enter into the lesson with an appreciation 

of the enjoyment felt by small children in their games and 

movements. 

A "ijample" table from this scheme of twenty-four tables 

is worthy of illustration from the historical viewpoint. i.e. 

TABLE 13 
Introductory:- a. Handkerchief drill - followed by 

breathing exercise. 

Arch Game: 

Heave: 

Balance: 

b. Heels raising 

c. Head bending backward 

I say "Stoop" 

Arms bending and stretching downward. 

Stork standing: arms change to sideways 
stretch and back to hips firm. 



Shoulder-Blade: 

Lateral Trunk: 

Game: 
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Rowing in boats. 

Ships rocking - arms sideways. 

Storks and Frogs 

Respiratory: Breathing·exercise. 

Beneath each table in this manual, full commands and 

all directions for teaching were given to assist the class 

teacher. Of the fourteen games described, only "Black 

Peter" remains in the present infant syllabus. The remain-

der are now classified into the 7 10 year age group i.e. 

Fishes in the Net, Fox and Geese. It is surprising that 

very little of the 1919 English Syllabus was used in the 

construction of the New Zealand Infant ·scheme, as it 

contained many excellent simple games most of wpich are 

incorporated in the 1933 Syllabus in use today. 

To launch the new syllab~, Mr . Longworth visited each 

Education Board area, in .order to address all teachers whom 

he found to be most willing and eage-r to teach~ children 

the revised form of physical training. The Supervisor 

justified the ad vent of this syllabus by enumerating the 

following four innovations:-

1. The scheme was more up to date . 

2. Lessons were brighter and more inte!'$ting. 

3. The introduction of a quickening or general activity 

e~ercise in the middle of each table - the use of 

such exercise when children appeared bored. 

4. Need for greater concentration. 
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Mr. Longworth noted thst very feeling reference was 

made by many teachers ·at these addresses in 1922, to the 

fact that very infrequent visits were paid to their schools1 

by the physical instructors. The teachers testified 

to the assistance and stimulus received from such visits, 

but the itinerant staff was so few in number (fourteen) 

that little could be done in this direction. The general 

feeling was in favour of refresher courses being again 

instituted, and Mr. Longworth was asked to give this matter 

urgent attention, as teachers stated that they had less 

confidence in their ability to teach this subject than 

any other in the curriculum. At a Conference of School 

Medical Officers and the Heads of the Department of Health 

a resolution was passed urging the Education Department 

to take immediate action in training the teachers to instruct 

physical training. They considered the existing conditions 

in schools as very poor and pointed out to the authorities 

that the teachers had received no further instruction since 

the refresher courses in 1913-14. The Conference 

recorrrrnended that the Instructors be released from their 

school itineraries, so as to devote full time employment 

at refresher courses. The position to be f aced in 1922 

was one of major importance for physical education, as 

teache r s, instructors and departmental officers viewed the 

existing conditions with alarm . The solution lay either 

in the holding of intensive refresher courses or in the 

aJpointment of a larger specialist staff. 
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A review of school districts which Instructors 

covered, illustrated t·he inadequacy of school supervision. 

The figures, given below, depict the situation in 1922. 

In Auckland there were 700 schools and 2 Instructors 

Taranaki) II II 360 " II 2 It 

Wanganui) 

Wellington II ,, 246 " It 2 " 
Hawkes Bay 11 I! 145 " " 1 I! 

Nelson II II 132 It II 1 II 

Canterbury t! 400 I! !I 3 " 
Otago " II 253 II II 2 II 

Southland II II 190 " II 1 11 

The revised syllabus was received with enthusiasm by 

the majority of teachers, v; i th the exception of some women 

teachers in the city of Christchurch . Their attitude was 

expressed in the newspapers, after they had attended Saturday 

classes in the new scheme . They claimed that, 11 the new 

Swedish exfrcises, which seem to be marvellous combinations 

of balancing, dancing and acrobatic feats, the teachers 

were told, were intended to develop the mental faculties 

as the orain must concentrate on the correct position of 

every muscle etc . brought into use for such an exercise , 

as the following, ' Ra ise the left leg and clasp the lef-t 

foot with the left hand, and jump four times on the 

right toes.' Repeat the nDvement. Another striking 

exercise, quite new for originality in detail c onsisted in 

the teachers being lined up to face in pairs, on the word 

of command ' ready ' , those facing to the right ducked the 
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head quickly to avoid receiving a resounding clap from 

the ready outstretched hands of the partner. To the 

young and lithe, with agile, springy movements, developed 

in the modern dance-hall, these highly picturesque 

movements designed to promote genAral activity, probably 

become easy to acquire. But amongst our women teachers, 

faced with the ever increasing plus quantities of the 

public school syllabus, the time for muscular development, 

acquired t::-irough racing, jumping, balancing and ol d 

English dancing has passed away. Yet if these movements 

are to be taught b y the present generation of teachers 

of necessity they must be demonstrated and not merely 

descr•ibed to the pupils. Surely the time has come when 

the capable expe rie need woman, ::vho, imbued wj_ th the 

nobility of her calling in rightly moulding the plastic 

minds of the future citizens, and who has given the best 

years of her life to the profession, should not be required 

to add to her all-round attainments, the strenuous activities 

of this Swedish drill, which in a few years' time, may also 

have failed to stand the test of expert ap~roval. If 

this new syllabus is to be taught, why not make it a distinct 

branch of the profession, and attach properly trained 

ballet-dancers and evolutionists to the schools. It has 

long been recognised that technical training must be in the 

hands of experts, although the ordinary teacher is expected 

to lay the foundation of it in graphic expression, then 

why not extend the all embracing educational system to the 

production and employment of specialists for the physical 
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development of children.w 

Other than the Saturday morning instructional classes 

for city t eachers , and probationary assistants, there 

was no assistance given to teachers in the establishment 

and teaching of the 1921 Syllabus. The specialist 

instructors continued to traverse their extensive areas 

assisting and examining the physical training in the schools . 

From reports returned by the fie_ld staff, Mr. Longworth 

enumerated the following points which were nullifying the 

success of the syllabus . 

1 . Teachers were not making adequate preparation for 

physical training lessons . Too many took the book 

outside rather· than pr_epare the table on a suitable 

piece of cardboard . 

2 . Classes were too slow at beginning the lesson . 

One minute was considered by him, sufficient . 

3 . Movements were to be taught as in the Manual 

4. The whole table must be completed each day . 

5. Too many teachers waste time by standing a class 

' at ease ' after each exercise, rather than obtain 

better results by making one exercise follow 

directly after another . 

6 . Many of the Senior classes do not perform with 

enough energy or precision. 

7o Orders and comnands were weak . 

8 . The Infant scheme lacked animation . 
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To assist teache~s in the choice of suitable tables, 

the Syllabus material was sub-divided int o sections which 

were applicable to the various standard classes. With 

these factors causing concern and the lack of refresher 

courses since 1913, the Supervisor of Physical Education 

app roached Mr. T. B. Strong as to the institution of such 

instructional classes for teachers. Classes of a week's 

duration were envisaged to be held at different cemtres 

by which means little expenditure was involved. Should 

other subjects be included, as recommended by the Inspectors, 

the courses were to be lengthened. Mr. Strong approved 

of this tentative scheme, but the Department's advisory 

section did not warrant the expense involved. Their reply 

informed Mr. Longworth tha t relatively to other subjects 

physical training was well taught in schools while other 

subjects as handwork, science,drawing and singing needed 

far more assistance than physical education. 

Corrective classes had gradually waned in number and 

enthusiasm since the transfer of the School Medical Branch 

to the Health Department's jurisdiction; a revival was 

attempted in 1924 when all physical instructors were advised 

to establish classes in the principal centres for schools 

of Grade IV and upwards; no child was to be placed in such 

class without the School Doctor's approval and the number 

in each class was not to exceed twenty-five. It was evident 

that with the amount of experienced help at the disposal 

of the staff it would be impossible to perform actual remedial 
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work in serious cases. Marked physic al a eformi ty required 

the individual attention of experts and the specialists 

were instructed not to attempt such exacting re-education 

in the schools under the existing conditions. Added to 

this, if the classes were not supervised efficiently, it 

was considered advisable to abandon such instruction 

completely. The children selected for remedial treatment 

were those, who while free from actual disease, showed a 

general lack of tone or who, while healthy in other respects, 

had acquired bad postures, which favoured the onse t of 

deformity. The exercises performed aimed at toning up 

lax muscular and ligamentous systems generally. The teach-

ing of ·the child to a~preciate the correct standing position 

and it to ass ume it naturally, was the basic principle of all 

remedial treatment. 

The '1tphysical instructors were surrmoned to Wellington 

in 1925 for a Staff Refresher Course. Swimming, folk-d a ncing, 

practical sessions and me-.thod were studied and d.iscussed. 
as 

The course was viewed as highly successfu l in as much/ the 

various instructors compared . difficulties and matters of 

policy, all of which created added enthusiasm and stimulated 

professional thought. 

There had been several specialist teachers of 'Do craze' 

Eurythmics a r riving it1 this country from England and Departrpent 

officials, after viewing some demonstrations decided to 

introduce the work into the primary schools. Its value lay 

11 in the undoubted benefit to school children, aiming to secure 
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proper co-ordination between the bra in and muscles. 11 

Miss Eileen Russell, a ·certificated teacher of Dolcraze 

work, instructed special classes for teachers in Wellingtorr 

while Miss Trewavas, also of London, was employed to visit 

the f .our Training Colleges which were advised to take full 

advantage of her specialised knov1ledge in eurythmics and 

folk-dancing. Exchange teachers also introd11eed the same 

rhythmical activities, which gained prominence, more 

partictil'arly in the Infant classes. 

The abrupt change in gener a l policy in 1926, when 

Mr. Goates was Prime Minister and Sir James Parr, the 

Minister of Education, appeared to und ermine the whole system 

of physical training in schools. The Minister desired 

that the expenditure on physical instruction was to be 

substantially reduced. His reason was based on the as s ump-

tion that as the great majority of the teache r·s were 

proficient in this subject, and also that nearly all the 

probationers and students had had three years' special 

training, it was not necessary to keep up such a large number 

of itinerant instructors. The Staff was to be reduced 

accordingly, as. schools were to receive only one visit per 

year while lectures given to Training Colleges were to be 

continued on a modified -system. The Health Department 

raised protest at this announcement as their officers had 

substantial evidence that the Physical Branch was doing 

good service in the schools. School medical officers had 

reported that ~~  posture and physique of a large percentage 
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of school children was unsatisfactory and the position 

called for immediate attention . In view of the importance 

in preventaJiJe medicine placed on physical education , 

the Health Department was dogmatic that the physical 

instructors should have an adequate knowledge of anatomy, 

physiology and a sufficient comprehension of the process 

of growth to enable them to make scientific application of 

these principles of physical education. It was also stated 

that in the past either for the sake of economy or because 

of the lack of applicants with wider training, the service 

had been recruited by accepting individuals whose main 

testimonial was the knowledge of military drill. With this 

statement the Health Division advocated, for greater 

efficiency, three points , viz - An increase in Physical 

Training Staff: a thorough specialist training scheme: 

the re-instruction of corrective classes on more advanced 

approaches . The ultimate re.sult of these reports was that 

with the depletion of a few of the Instructors,. the "organiz-

ing staff'" of each Education Board was detailed to insp'ect 

s chools in physical training in the course of their offici9l 

duties . A list of such schools visited was available from 

the Senior Inspector· and the Instructors were not to cover 

the same areas . The curtailment of' Staff was not confined 

to the Physical Education Branch alone but was a general trend 

in the whole comnunity of profession, business and trade; 

in reality , the fore-runner of the world depression. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE 1932 SYLLABUS 

It will be conceded t hat perhaps no one is better 

qualified to speak of physical educatfon and its needs than 

an orthopedic surgeon, who in additiJr to long training and --
experience in the mechanical ailments of the human frame, 

has supplemented this by a study of the early stages of 

physic nl development in children . A group of such surgeons 

led by Dr. Joel El Goldthwait of Boston had succeeded in 

giving a new impetus and direction to physical training in 

New England . Dr. Renfrew White of Dunedin, had been 

privileged to collaborate with these surgeons in 1924 when 

he visited America. On his return to New Zealand ¥r . White 

devoted considerable time to the study of . the physical 

development of our people and the rel.ationshi r between this 

and health on the one hand , disease and incapacity on the 

other. His investigations convinced him that similar action 

~ in Boston was fundamentally necessary and he held the 

following conclusions strongly . 

1 . Tha t the physical development and training of the children 

in New Zealand schools left much to be desired, 

particularly in the direction of tra ining in haoits 

of body carriage and posture. 

2. That a large proportion of ch~onic ill-health of middle 

life was due directly to life-long habits de epening 

and intensifying with the passage of years . 
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Such a.state of affairs, Mr. White considered relative-

ly easy of remedy: of all the problems of preventive 

medicine, this was about the simplest of solut ion. . A 

modification of the existing organisation of physical 

education in schools was all that was necessary - a change 

that required but a mininrum of re-organisation and expense . 

The fundamental training in this new scheme, as visualised 

by Mr. Wbi te, was to be postural, which was to precede 

general activit ies of drill, games, gymnastics, dancing 

and singing. It was his contention that this lack of 

postural basis rendered the English syllabus ineffective in 

impressing permanent habits of body use a nd permanent 

improvement in body form. 

The practical suggestions urged by Mr . Wh ite included 

the use of the services of the School Medical Officers with 

the actual training of the Training College students, while 

teachers and physical instructors were to learn more of the 

nature of physical defects, their treatment and control in 

individual children . To further these ends, he recommended 

that an orthopedic surgeon who was sufficiently interested 

in this aspect of education, be appointed 8S a Consultant 

in physical education . This officer was to be given authority 

to experi:ne n t under his local Education Board, in co-operation 

with the School Medical Services and Physical Instructors; 

to re-organise the physical education, ~ntroducing the 

proposed system of postural training as a preliminary 

preparation to the existing syllabus . 
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The :!1ducation Department was impressed with Ur. Vhi te 's 

suggestions, calling a Conference of l.1r . Longworth, Dr. Ao.a 

Paterson , Mr . T. B. Strong (Director of Education), and 

Mr. '!ihi te, to discuss the proposals . Although thy originator 

of this scheme had little knowledge of condj tions in New 

Zealand schools, the meeting was profitable , as the follow-

ing recoL'1!11endations were immediatel;r J.pproved b;y Mr. R. A. 

Wright, the Minister of Education . 

1 . That a refresher course for Physical Instructors 

-be arranged . 

2 . grant to Mr . White tc uJver expenses incurred in 

experiments and lectures at the Dunedin Training College 

for 1927 . 

3 . Refresher Courses fop general teachers to follow , when 

the scheme had been tr:sted . 

4. More stringent regulations of _Physical Edu c ation i n 

Training Colleges i.e. it was to be made an examination 

subject of the Teachers ' C ' Certifi cate : the 1:e was t o 

be a complete medica l examination of aL. incoming 

students to the Colleges. 

The year 1927 was one of intensive research and experi-

ment in physical education , as Dr . White began to mould his 

practical course with postural training as the core of 

physical training. Twenty students were given a preliminary 

course of one month ' s work - one quarter hour daily - before 

being placed in charge of the trai ning of a group of six 

children each . The pri nc iples of body mechanics were taught 
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caref'ully in order that the students received a thorough 

understanding of such fundamentals before teaching their 

small classes. Miss Dickson, a Departmental instructress 

and Miss Tuckwell , from Dr. White's Clinic, were t1vo 

assistants who possessed the unique power of rousing and 

holding the enthusiasn of ,Joth students and children, which 

greatly added to the development of the scheme. 

The chief aim of the course was the training of the 

children with a view to inculcate such habits of body use 

and carriage, as represent~g the ideal,~? which led to 

the fullest physical development.during the growing period. 

The training for the year was based on the correct use of 

limbs and trunk; in the self-detection and self-correction 

of the individual's oVvnpefects: both of which were guiding 

principles. On this foundatioh was built a systematic 

series of physical exercises and an elementary course in 

rhythmic movements ; the former not only to gain and maintain 

the re guired range of movement of the various joints, but 

also to strengthen and shorten the muscles concerned with 

the observance of correct body mechanics; while the latter 

was to encourage grace and ease of carriage, thus stimulating 

interest and supplying motive. 

To intensify the campaign, Mr. Longworth and the sixteen 

instructors on the Department's Staff, attended a special 

course in Dunedin in December, 1927. These individuals were , 

no doubt, apprehensive and suspicious of the u new" ideas at 

first, but at the end of the week were fully enthusiastic of 
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physical eucation was discussed at length by such capable 

lecturers as Drs. Paterson, Champoloup and White, while b as ic 

principles of physical training were debated and formulated. 

This aspect of the subject had long been negle cted even though 

its importance hRd been noted by va rious authorities since 

1913. The criticism of the 1920 Syllabus by Mr.White 

provoked and stimulated thought, as he criticised the 

instructors' dependence on exercises for corrective effects 

and habit formation, rather than inculcating the principle 

that correct posture must be consciously directed during 

the performance of all exercises, by creating an awareness 

c§:_.g)correct body carriage. 

As Mr. White's theory gained c on siderable support from 

the Minis te r, the proposals for 1928 included the continuation 

of the surgeon's services at an increased EDl.ary, and also the 

provision for a special course to train selected students 

for a third year in physical education. This represented a 

dramatic change in administrative policy, a s in 1926 the staff 

was reduced on the grounds that the number of instructors 

visiting the shhools was too gre Jt and th a t the posi ti on was 

'the laughing stock of the country'. In retra cting such a 

reversal of policy, it was stated that the twelve trainees 

were to be 11 demonstrators 11 of the new system, while engaged as 

general teachers in the schools, using their specialist knowledge 

in staff conferences and in taking dewonstration lessons . 

In 1930 all third years in physical education were given specialist 
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training in·one other selected subject in order that their 

qualificati ons be bettered . 

The work of Dr. White created diversity of opinion as 

to its value in the primary schools. Competent critics 

considered the scheme suitable for clinical purposes but 

not for instruction by gene 1°al teachers . His experimental 

classes consisted of six children whereas the normal classes 

had an average of fifty: the methods he employed were not 

suitable for large numbers . OtheFs were cetain that 

beneficial results could be obtained under similar circum-

stances, with the use of the Department's syllabus, which 

strove for general rather than special effects . The 

criticism, given without prejudice, on basic issues, did 

not receive the attention it deserved in these experimental 

stages. The practical knowledge of the Instructors was of 

equal value to Mr . White as was his medical experience to 

them . Had there been harmony, the resultant syllabus would 

have been imminently a greater success than it a chieved . 

During 1928 Mr . White, not only trained the third years, 

but lectured to first and second year students as well o 

He had extended his practical programme to include classes 

from the kindergarten level to children of fourteen years 

of age; his aim in so doing was the preparation of a complete-

ly original syllabus in place of his former idea of a 

supplementary scheme attached to the Departmental manual . 

He realized that the replacement of the old syllabus must 

be as gradual penetration rather than sud den subversion and 
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that it was advisable to train, beforehand, as many teac!1.ers 

in the approved methods and techniques as was possible. 

The guiding principles of the growing syllabus, in condensed 

form, r~_~gted the following points: 

1. The importance of fundamental postural training. 

2. In the case of most children this posture training 

required to be supplemented and accompanied by 

special work with the object of correcting postural 

defects already in existence. 

3. The general system of exercises to have three objects 

(a) Uust assist and not hinder posture training 

{b) The exercises were to be effective for general 

physiological aims of any system of physical 

culture i.e. giving and maintaining range of 

movement, muscular strength, co-ordination, 

control and general metabolic stimulation._ 

(c) The exercises were to be as interesting as possible. 

4. The incorporation of a definite musical and artistic 

element in the form of rhythmical movements and 

dancing to music - this, not only for added interest, 

but for additional intrinsic value of movement it 

introduced. 

A survey of the physical training movement at the close 

of 1928 disclosed the condition that Dunedin Training College 

students and nearby norma~ schools were being instructed 

in Renfrew White 's schemq, while the remainder of the Dominion 

was carrying on with the recognised syllabus. As lr. White 

had made no official~announcement about his practical 
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exercises , the outgoing students of the Dunedin College 

had little substantial guide , While the areas to which 

they were posted had continued with the old syllabus . 

The Third Year trainees were similarly placed , and to 

surmount this obstacle to progress, the Department request-

ed Mr . {hi te to give an a s surance that he would produce 

a definite statement of principles and prcictice underlying 

his instruction , before his professional re-engngement as 

a part-time lecturer at the Teachers ' College . 

VVhen it was discovered that it was Mr . White's 

intention to publish a syllabus , several officers of the 

Departrrent criticised this arrangement , ns they maintained 

that the existing rmnual was one of world-wide use and was 

not to be lightly thrown aside . It had been elaborated by 

highly qualified men and had stood the test of time in many 

countries . I t was al so stated that Ur . Whi tEc was not a 

Physical Cul turis t , as his views were purely theoretical ; 

his assistance was of great value with supervision an d 

d i rec tion of the physical instructors , who had already 

illustrated their willingness to co-operate . It was at this 

stage they considered Mr. White ' s influence should termi;ate . 

The Department ' s reply to this criticism implied that 

physical education needed to be placed on a higher plane , 

not by undul~r glorifying the subject, but by constant 

improvement in method , which is the result of a wider outlook 

based on greater ~oowledge , The value and appreciation of 

new ideas and aspects of phys i cal education was deemed 
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highly important and worthy of whole-hearted support. 

, t the Refresher Courses held for teachers in all the 

major centres in 1929, the instructors g2ve of their best 

in teaching i;r . Vlhi te' s principles of physical educ at ion. 

The trained third years ~ere used ~s demonstrators and 

Mr . Long\'1orth praised their efforts by saying, "our young 

people had quickly gained the confide nee of the teachers 

and were extremely tactful." The Teachers' Institute 

of'fered to publish free of cost, articl e s on physical 

education and health as the publishers held the general 

opinion of all te~che r s, that written guides and tables were 

absolutely necessary for the classroom teacher . This 

pleasing indica~ion of the increasing interest in this subject 

was not accepted as Dr. iJ'fuite had almost finalised arrangements 

a~to the publication of h1s own book . He did, however , 

disclose the three aspects of his manual viz : -

1 . A manual of hygiene , containing all that he considered 

teachers should lrnow regarding the phys i cal welfare 

of children . 

2 . A manual ~f Physical Education from the point of view 

of physichl. devel6pment. 

3o Physical Education as a means and organ of general education . 

When the compilation was received by the Education 

Department , it was given to the Health Department , Def fence 

Department , the British Medical Association and Mr . Longworth 

for detailed study and positive criticism . At this period , 

Mr . White received wide publicity through the daily newspapers 

of New Zealand :· publiQ- intere s t was fostered by h i s giving 
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lectures to various allied associations such as the 

Massage Society, the Kinde rgarten Movement and the Maternity 

SerV°iic'JSo 
/ 

Two course/s for- th e permanent instructors t::>ok place : 

the meeting in Dunedin was an advanced course under Dr. White 

while the cours e in Wellington in January , 1930 was held 

mainly for folk dancing and swin~ing . Preparatory to this 

course , the instructors were requested to bring suitabl e 

costume and also advised to qualify f or Life-Saving Awards 

as an examiner had been appointed . This represented the 

first organised at te;npt to deve lop sw i mming as a spec i al ised 

branh of physical educat i on . The sub j ect had received wide 

re cognition as to its values but the methods used in teaching 

and the styl es taught , were many and diversified . The 

Training Colleges placed importance, for instance, on life-

saving ability, neglecting to teach methods of swirrnning; 

while the principal method used in schools incorporated 

a~tificial support of rubber floats and towing ropes. 

During 1930, the notes of Mr. White circulated around 

the various departments ap proved for c riticism; it proved to 

be a laborious process but one that was absolutely essential 

as the Education Department was to take full responsibility ~f -

the published volume. Mr. Cowles, the administrative officer 

for Physical Education, ably directed proceedings under very 

difficult circumstances, The author, who had delayed the 

manuscript in the first place, now clamoured for its r eturn, 

so as to rewrite the amended sections before the manual was 
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placed in the hands of the aovernment Printer. 

Mr. White desired ·the publication urgently, as he 

wanted every student in the four Colleges to be familiar 

with its contents before becoming a probatio~'teacher. 

The physical Education teaching in the other three Colleges 

gave concern to Mr. White, as the old syllabus was in 

vogue with the travelling field staff taking lectures one 

day a week. The vital points of Mr. White's scheme were 

taught but the students had no reference book from which 

they could sup~lement their instruction. To alleviate 

such a position, it was proposed that ex-third year trainees 

be placed as lecturers in the Training Colleges on a full-

time basis: the training of the students in all centres 

would then be identical with the instruction given at the 

experimental College in Dunedin. A survey, taken by 

Mr. White in 1930, of the 1928 t~ainees, showed that one 

had gained departmental rank, one was a lecturer at the 

Dunedin Training College (Miss Brownlee), two had specialist 

positions in Secondary Schools, two were specialists in 

Primary schools, while the rftnaining six were scattered through-

out the country with only the most meagre opportunities of' 

making use of their detailed knowledge and experi~nce. 

The hopes of the succeeding generations of third years was, 

far from bright as the shadows of the world depression 

gathered more ominously year by year. 

The obstacles confronting this postural scheme loomed 

still greater in 1931, when the manual, ready for the press, 
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was not permitted to be printed by the Government, as funds 

were not available to c·over .its expense (£700). It was 

the Department's intention to issue every school with a free 

copy, but with the printing closure Mr. White re guested that 

he be granted permission to publish his book with the 

assistance of a private fir·m. H:e drew up new clauses of 

conditions governing its publication and the Departments' 

agreement was finally secured, .but not without great trouble 

as Mr. Wright had been succeeded by Mr. Masters and Mr.Atmore 

as Ministers of Education since 1928. These conditions 

enumerated were:-

1. That the Department prescribed it as a text-book in 

the four Training Colleges and to hold it as such for 

five years. 

2o That the Department,Ehould officially accept the system 

of physical training, contained in the manual 

entitled "The Growing Body, Its Nature, Needs and 

Tr3ining," for all primary schools. 

3. That the Department were to make a public announcement 

of the book to teachers in the Eeucation Gazette. 

The 15th day of January, 1932, saw the syllabus 

officially in operation, replacing the revised syllabus of 

1920. Even with its adoption, Mr. White was still far short 

of his ideals. The Staff of Physical Instructors, who were 

to be his key agents, was drastically reduced to leave but 

those engaged in lecturing at the Training Colleges. The 

rumour, that some of these Colleges were to be closed, was· 
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rife; both points limited the sale of his book and 

extended the possibility of financial loss. The position 

was further aggravated when teachers were asked by the 

Education Department to purchase their own copies at seven 

and sixpence each. The Executive of New Zealand Education 

Institute voiced their concern and grave objections to 

this precedent of having teachers buy essential syllabus . 

books. To counteract such an arrangement, they took the 

unusual step of advising all teachers not to buy the text 

urrtil discussion with the Minister of Education. The 

Executive also denied the right of the Department to tell 
teachers how they were to spend any part of their money. 

In other spheres such action was specially provided for by 
the law. Further, the Executive felt that it was highly 

objectionable that the Department would, in effect levy a 
tax on teachers for the profit of an individual. To 

circumnavigate the unfortunate position the Education Gazette 

was the only solution to the problem, the Executive maintained. 
Through this publication the sets of tables and exercises 

could be issued to teachers free of cost, but the Department 

in collaboration with Mr. White refused this offer, on 

the grounds that by this means teachers would not be able 
\ to grasp the principles ~or the basic elements of the scheme. 

The importance of posture in the physical training 

progranrne and the great incidence of physical deformities 

in New Zealand children as claimed by Mr. White, led to an 

investigation of his statement by Dr. Blakewell, A School 
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Medical Officer, Miss Blackburne and Miss Edder in the 

Wellington area. Their· research was an endeavour to 

attempt some kind of an estimate as to the frequency and 

severity of postural defects among school children: to 

judge the effects of progress through the primary school 

on such deformities and finally, to ascertain whether the 

general-1,icture was quite as gloomy as leading authorities 

declared. 

The correct standing posture, they accepted, was that 

defined by Mr. White i.e. The body was in good mechanical 

position when the weight of it rested evenly on the heads 

of the fenrurs. The head was balanced evenly between the 

shoulders, while the breatbone was the part of the body 

furtherest forward. The lower abdomen was retracted and 

flat and the back curves were within normal limits. In 

the standin·g position the hip joints in lateral view, were 

directly in line with the knee and ankle joints. The 

investigators queried this description of the ideal posture 

as it applied to the mature adult and was not necessarily 

normal in an individual child in the developmental stages. 

To assist the research, Dr. Blakewell accepted the three 

groupings of physical body types of children. 

1. The stocky type: heavy, thick-set and squat-looking. 

2. The thin type: slender, flexible, long neck and 

trunk, the length of the lumbar region specially noted. 

3. The intermediate type: a compromise between the two 

with characteristics pertaining to either. 
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The majority of postural deformities in children of 

any type, was considered . by the authorities, to be due to 

faulty body-balance. The thin type was therefore more 

prone to postural defects, owing to body length and 

instability. The primary defect was the increase in 

pelvic inclination, which produced in greater or lesser 

degree a series of maladjustments, viz. lordosis in the 

lower lumbar region, a compensatory ·kyphosis in the dorsa] 

region, prominence of the abdomen with stretching of the 

abdominal wall, a general tendency to pelvic congestion 

and phasis of the internal organs thereby. This abnormal 

pelvic angle caused the weight of the body to come on to 

the hinder portion of the foot, this being considered as an 

important factor in producing genu valgum, hallux valgus 

and flattening of the posterior. arch. This oody picture, 

appeared to the research workers, as descriptive of the 

attitude assumed by a large number of. school children up to 

the age of twelve years. As the crux of the investigation 

was considered to be the increased inclination of the pelvis, 

an assessment of the fault was to be gauge of the degree of 

deformity presented, or later produced. This was done by 

measuring the angle .. ,, that a line drawn between the anterior 

and posterior superior iliac spines made with the horizobtal. 

In a normally inclined pelvis this angle was considered to 

be approximately twelve degrees. 

The aspects of posture studied and examined in Wellington 

included:-

1. Position of the He~d (forward inclination) 
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2. Position of shoulders (a. left raised b. right raised 
c. winged scapula) -

3. Spine (R. Kyphosis b. Scobosis o.Lordosis) 

4. Chest (a. Flat chest b. Pigeon chest c. drepressed 
~ibs and depressed sternum) 

5. Abdomen 

6. Knees (a. ·Genu valgum b. Genu varum) 

7. Feet (a. Flat foot b. Deflection of big toe from 
normal c. Deflection of tendo achilles) 

Additional measurements talcen included height, weight, 

respiratory index and the pelvic angle. The results of 

this research disclosed the findings that as to. type, the 

average New Zealand child tended toward the thin type, 

while the collated figures indicate that certain deformities 

tend to increase steadily during the child's progress through 

school. The two types of defect in which this increase 

was most definite was the forward inclination of the head 

and foot deformities. In contrast, deformities of the 

shoulder, spine and abdomen showed an increase from a period 

between five and ten years, but then steadily decreased in 

incidence to fifteen years. This suggested that these 

particular defects do have a common causative factor and tend 

to occur as a syndrome. Since this investigation, no other 

positive research has been undertaken in relation to 

physical deformities in school children, although many reports 

by competent judges refer to the poor physical standards 

that exist in the primary schools. A survey on such lines 

would prove a most valuable aid to all those connected with 

physical education to-day. ,. 

) 
( 
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Dr. White's syllabus was intended to be a vast improvement 

on the old scheme as it sought to correlate all n atters 

affecting the physical education of the child. The system 

cast adrift the Swedish 'drill' completely and was known 

to most teachers as the "American System" which placed the 

importance of medical advice in applying corrective 

measures to the defects of childhood. With the practical 

aspect there were many innovations which the teachers had 

to grasp before any reasonable success could be gained. 

In teaching a table the class was told the name of the exercise 

while the children were expected to remember the starting 

position and the various stages of the movement. The 

children then proceeded to perf orm the exercise from beginning 

to end on a time pattern which was taken either from watching 

a leader, or by the teacher's counts. A more advantageous 

method was the using of a time pat tern of ac companing music 

which most schools made available over loud-speaker systems. 

As the conditions governing the sale of Dr. White's book 

were considered unsatisfactory, many teachers refused to own 

a copy, but still endeavoured to teach the system. Keeness 

was missing and with no itinerant instructors to encourage 

enthusiasm and assist generally, the 1932 -Syllabus was poorly 

taught by disinterested teachers. The general use of music 

for all classes of a school wqich carried out the physical 

training periods together, degenerated into a practice, that 

nullified the author's ~si~es ~f nostural training~ The 

desire that Mr. White expressed for daily twenty-minute 
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lessons was not granted and the fift-teen minute period 

held sway until amena·ed· in 1940. 

Teachers who possessed ability in music and who 

taught small classes discovered that thef:r{stem was feasible. 

Country schools were perhaps, the most accomplished in 

the physical training sphere, as urban schools had large 

numbers even in 1932; with the reduction in teaching 

staff and the closing of two Training Colleges until 1936, 

classes became even greater in number in that period. 

When this system was introduced into schools, it was 

advised that in all classes, the first four weeks were to 

be devoted to an intensive course of postural training, 

and that thereafter, the first week in each term w~s so 

devoted. For the assistance of teachers lessons were 

specifically compiled for this introductory period, each 

table beginning with general activities, then corrective 

training and finishing ·with recreational element. The 

table quoted below, represents a fortnight's work for 

Standard I and II class: 

TABLE I. 

A. Running· 

Skipping 

Sideways Gallop 

B. Lying: Head and Neck correction. 

Lying:· 

Sitting:-

Sitting: 

Sitting: 

Chest correction 

Foot bend and stretch 

Toe clawing and stretching 

Foo't turnihg in with toe clawing. 
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TABLE I. 

B. Self Correction against wall 

Head and Neck Correction 

First shoulder Correction 

Instep arching. 

D. Whistle Race. 

In order to make these periods of intensive postural 

training as effective as possible, the teacher was advised 

to determine some definite standard for judging the posture. 

of each child. The Vertical Line Test was advocated by 

Dr. White, and he recommended its use by teachers. As it 

was also observed that a child who could assume a good 

position for a few minutes, may not be able to maintain such 

posture. To measure this fluctuation of posture, two other 

tests were deemed necessary: marching was added to the 

requirements, especially when it proved to be one of the 

surest means by which the body returned to its faulty habits 

of carriage, if the muscular tone and co-ordination for good 

posture was not well established: the maintenance of good 

posture. during exercise was added, making the triple test 

which proved a thoroughly reasonable and effective standard 

by which every child in the school was able to conform. 

The triple test for posture was the standardisation of the 

subject for the individual. On this basis, each class 

was to be segregated into two groups, one which passed the 

tests and the other one which failed. By the incentive 

of betterment it was hoped that the children would become 
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conscious of posture and not only strive for promotion but 

also for a higher class average of good posture. This 

competitive spirit wos regarded as a very potent influence 

which not · only gained results but also built up a class 

pride. 

The fifty-four tables for the standard classes of the 

primary school involved little whole-body activity exercises 

and also necessitated users of the tables to refer to many 

references before understanding the specific nature of an 

exercise. General teachers found difficulty in devoting 

as much time as was necessary in compiling lessons on 

physical training, as they had other subjects to prepare 

as well. It would have been advantageous to have fully 

explained eaPh table as a complete unit, rather than spread 

the material over three hundred pages. Mr. White, no doubt, 

realised this fault, but probably considered the tracing 

of references would enable the teachers to become familiar 

with the principles of the syllabus and as a result have 

a greater appreci~tion of physical education . 

The exercises for all standards were too difficult 

for the average teacher to use effectively with large classes, 

and were more appropriate for clinical work. The success 

of this postural training at the Dunedin Normal School in 

the experimental stages was accepted without due appreciation 

of conditions under which the general teacher labours. 

The groups of' six. children which tested Mr. White's theories 

were in no way comparable to the average class number of 
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fifty in most New Zealand schools. 

The theoretical aspect of "The Growing Body" was of 

great import in the history of New Zealand Physical Education. 

The enthusiasm of Mr. White carried conviction and his 

book abounded with evidence of wide reading and careful 

study. The innumerable quotations which ranged from extracts 

of the classic writers to modern educationalists added 

greatly to the reader's pleasure. When considering its 

suitability as a recognized text-book for teachers, the 

book failed in its primary pm•pose. Mr. White's principles 

were adapted for readers with far more anatomical and 

physiological knowledge than the average teacher possessed; 

for practical pedagogical success it would have been 

desirable to have made a direct statement of elementary 

principles set forth with simplicity and without biaso 

Medical men and physical educationalists found the book 

stimulating even though the symposium of other theories 

outweigh$Jh6bject of the author. The method of approach 

placed emphasis on disease and preventative physical 

education measures; it would have been to Mr. White 's 

advantage had he stressed the positive values of physical 

education. 

This syllabus created and stimula tea thought on the 

subject of physical education in the realms of the teaching 

profession and endeavoured to raise both the theoretical 

and practical spheres to a higher plane than that achieved 

previously. That the scheme gained little success was 
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in main due to the unfortunate times when it was launched 

and secondly to the method in which "The Growing Body"· 

was written. Had there been more adequate training of 

teachers in the Trainine Colleges and a larger staff of 

physical education specialists, the syllabus could possibly 

have achieved its desired results. 

Until the re-opening of the Training Colleges in 

1936, physical education in schools passed through a 

period of decadence and of administrative antagonism. 

The Education Department, after the depression years~ was 

faced with involved problems when the re-organisation of 

physical education was envisaged. Not only were the 

teachers inadequately tra1ned but a great majority of 

their number refused to purchase Dr. White's Book. In 

addition, the specialist s-taff totalled four instructors, 

who were attached to the Two training Colleges, while 

the School Inspectors, not having received the syllabus 

training, were accordingly not able to judge and give 

advice to the instruction in schools. The remedy visualis-

ed by the Department in 1935, was the inauguration of 

refresher courses to foster Mr. White's system, which the 

authorities considered excellent but intricate, and by 

thorough instruction inculcate an appreciation of the 

basic principles which needed correct and constant applica-

tion. With the growing discontent concerning the official 

syllabus, the Department deferred their proposals until 

the contract with Dr. Renfrew White expired in 1937. 
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Interested members of the profession had already drawn 

the attention of the Department to the 1933 English Board 

of Education syllabus of Physical Training, and recommended 

its immediate adoption, being unaware of the previous 

con tract. 

To illustrate the public opinion .of this period, many 

articles and speeches depicted the conditions of the new 

outlook. Th( third-year specialists trained at Dunedin, 

on whom a fair amount of public money was spent, were 

scattered throughout the Dominio.n doing the hack work o:r-

the profession. These people were losing their hopes of 

ever obtaining an opportunity to direct the youth of the 

country toward~ the attainment of physical efficiency and 

towards a finer regard for general health. This view 

was substantially upheld by one specialist who publishea 

an article ·in daily newspapers. The 1935 annual conference 

of Headmasters expressed the opinion that they did not 

desire more time for games and gymnastics as these activities 

were understood in the school curriculum. The team spirit 

was considered overdone; games' matches had become an evil, 

over-training a selected few and neglecting the large 

majority who were not sportingly suited; the whole aspect 

of school competition was giving the wrong kind of recognition 

to physical achievement. The .Headmasters expressed their 

desire that a more general physical training syllabus was 

needed to incorporate all children in a sound programne of 

,i.nstruct ion. They viewed gymnastics as a counter-acting 
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influence to physical defects and as such could not be 

natural or aesthetic as the existing syllabus maintained. 

Exercises had mueh more for children than the fulfilment 

of the primary physical function, as a physical education 

teacher with vision and a real interest in welfare was 

of . incalculable value in the advancement of general 

education. 

The Education Gazette in December, 1936, published 

an address by Mr. Oliver Stanley, the Presli.dent of the 

Board of Education, England on the 'Wider View of Physical 

Education', and this created a national interest in the 

subject. Salient features of this article substantiated 

the claim of the activity concept of education and also 

the application of psychological principles in teaching 

methods. 

"Education was becoming less academic; it was develop-

ing a closer touch with actual life by encouraging the child 

to learn through the disciplined release of his natural 

instincts of play, curiosity, creation and a desire for social 

re:l!itionships. This method in education was to be found 

at work at each stage of development. The infants' contact 

with his fellows and with environment was essentially through 

play, and play by its very nature, could not be confined 

within the walls of the classroom. At the junior stage, 

curiosity was at its height, and to keep this instinct alive 

children needed first hand experience if they were to develop 

intellectually. 
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In the senior school the child was at a stage where, 

with reasonable encouragement, and under proper guidance, 

he could reflect upon knowledge and experience; he could 

seek some sense of relationship, some under-lying cause 

or motive in physical manifestations and in human affairs." 

n "We had got away in the realm of bodily training 

from the desire to secure big biceps, big chests and so 

on. We were concerned not alone with muscle but harmony 

of bodily function which leads to a balanced development 

of the body - to poise and not to mere strength." 

"Physical education embraced, however, . much more than 

the obvious physical exercises and games. It included1 

handicrafts, the domestic arts, craft work, gardening and 

indeed every activity which is a physical expression of 

sensory impressions. At one time handicrafts were regarded 

as an 'extra'; they were not taught in the school premises 

but at special centres; and no doubt, originally they 

were included in the curriculum for somewhat narrow 

vocational purposes. Now, handicraft and domestic science 

have become an integral part of school life, as real as 

books and study: not for vocatiogal reasons but because 

education must deal with the whoie child with his creative 

and aesthetic, as well as his intellectural needs. Woodwork 

in the curriculum was no more designed for the creation of 

professional carpenters than school games were designed for 

the production of professional footballers." 

"The purpose of education to-day was not so much the 

\._ 
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imparting of information, nor even the training of the 

mind in any formal sense, but the gradual adoption of 

the child to a highly complicated social environment." 

"Huxley in 1870, in outlining the most important 

tasks of the school aut.hori ties placed first the provision 

of an adequate system of physical education and second 

the inclusion of manual work in the curriculum. At 

last we had realised the basic necessity of these 

physical aspects of education." 

The Olympic Games held in Berlin in 1936 also stimulat-

ed interest in physical education, especially in the 

athletic sphere. There were numerous articles written 

to the papers eulogising the remarkable performance of 

Dr. Lovelock and requesting the Government to honour this 

champion with some distinguished career in this country. 

The Pr ime Minister, Mr. Savage, was reported to have 

stated that the post of Director of Physical Culture in 

New Zealand would be an ideal reward for the champion, 

as then all children would reap the benefit of his knowledge. 

This tentative suggestion was vehemently opposed in many 

sections on pr6fessional grounds, by people who, although 

ap preciating Dr. Lovelock's ability, did not c onsider that 

he was sufficiently trained to administrate and control 

the affairs of Primary School physical education. 

The Labour Government, after its victorious campaign 

in 1935, envisaged many measures to assist the physical 

developmen~ of the child. Physical education in the 

\_ 
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Pr imary Schools, presented a problem as the discontent 

of the existing conditions was evident in the teaching 

profession, out the contract with Dr. White until 1937 

delayed investigation and resultant changeso This 

syllabus, after having neen practised in schools for 

five years, was not achieving desired results. The 

re-opening of the Wellington and Dunedin Training Colleges 

in 1936, strengthened the claims of the specialists that 

''The Growing Body» was not suitable for school conditions. 

The criticism by the Auckland Headmasters' Association, 

which set forth the opinions of the general teacher, 

completed the list of the syllabus failures in its practical 

application. The general view was that the book, although 

sound in principle, failed to present the practical matter 

in a form calculated to inspire enthusiasm and confidence, 

either in the teacher or in the children. Jtlso, the 

exercises were deemed to be badly graded with the essential 

progression haphazard. Many of the activities for 

junior children had counts of 16, 32 and even 64, which 

made the memorizing of the movement (the 'conscious 

effort' principle of Dr. White), so dif'ficult that most 

of the mental effo r t. of the .child was upon the continuation 

of the exercise, rather than upon the correct performance 

of the activity itself. Teachers had discovered that 

control was difficult to maintain with large classes, as 

the time necessarily spent teaching such convlicated 

exercises was so great that there was little time for the 
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children to actually engage in activity. The terminology 

of the syllabus was cri.ticised on the basis that the long 

·obscure explanations and commands had been substituted 

for what was obviously intended to be concise and neat. 

The view held by the Auckland teachers who had given the 

book close study since its introduction concluded their 

findings by declaring that "the s~Habus was impossible 

to use effectively in the schools". A suggestion that the 

Education Department in the hoped-for change of scheme 

should pattern the trends of other countries was stressed. 

In all these syllabi.-..~ it was found that exercises introduc-

ed through their simplist forms and gradually increased in 

complexity was a fundamental in physical education lessonso 

Daily tables, with this method, allowed the children full 

opportunity to be doing some active movement with a mimimum 

period of 'dead spots.' The 1933 EngUsh Syllabus was 

advocated as it not only embraced all recent tendencies in 

physical education but also was admirably applicable to 

New Zealand condittons, including the smaller country schools, 

which had not been specifically provided for by ''The Growing 

Body. u 

The Government in April, 1937 gave constructive 

evidence that their educational authorities had the issue 

well in hand as a Confere nee was· to meet at the end of that 

month in Wellington to consider all aspects of Physical 

Education. Dr. Hercus, Dean of the Medical Faculty at the 

Otago University, who was invited_,flember of the Conference, 

but who could not attpnd, expressed his views in a lecture 

L 
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to the newly-formed Physical Education Society of o.tago. 

This eminent medical authority pointed out the serious 

disadvantages of considering purely the physicRl health 

of the child rathern than incorporating the mental and moral 

aspects of physical education as well. He visualised the 

subject as a tripod with the physical, mental and moral 

aspects in harmony, each assisting the other in attaining 

desired ends. "I n this game-loving country," Dr. Hercus 

said, "it is a fallacious idea that physical education is 

properly dealt with. Even if a child plays games, it does 

not necessarily mean that that is enough. The game should 

come at the end of physical education. There is a very 

serious disadvantage in looking at the question purely from 

a physical viewpoint and we rrrust not be carried away too 

much by the idea that if a child plays rugby and cricket 

his physical needs are automatically fulfilled." 

For the furtherance of physical education Dr. Hercus 

considered that a Director of Physical Education in New, 

Zealand was an urgent necessity. This appointment he urged. 

the Conference to recorrmend. His personal desire for such 

a position was that of a university graduate with specialist 

training in teaching methods and in physical education: 

one who also realized that physical education, in addition 

to having a physical effect on the body, has an educational 

effect of egual importance on the mind and character. In 

addition, the establishment of a Physical Education School 

was essential for the training of specialist teachers. As 
VICTORIA UNI c~ 
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the National Schools of Medicine, Home Science and Massage 

were located in Dunedi~, it seemed that the situation of 

the school in close liason with the other universities 

was a sound policy. This proposed college was to be 

modelled on the scot tish· School of Physical Education in 

Glasgow, offering a three-year course of Diploma standard 

and providing short refresher courses in vacations to 

meet the inrnediate demands of' specialist teachers. History 

has since substantiated these claims raised by Dr. Hercus, 

whose assistance and wide experience during the re-organis-

ing period until 1947 has greatly benefited the cause of 

physical education in New Zealand. 

The Physical Education Conf'erence at Wellington, on 

the 20th and 21st of April, 1937 was strictly limHed in 

numbers and yet representative of a variety of interests 

and aspects of the subject. The members were:-

The Honourable P. Fraser, Minister of Education 

The Honourable W. E. Parry, Minister of' Internal Affairs 

Mr. N. T. Lambourne, Director of Education. 

Dr. M. H. Watt, Director-General of Health 

Dr. J. W. Mcilraith, Chief Inspector of Native Schools 

Dr. E. Gunn, Acting Director• of the Di vision of School H'ygiene 

Dr. M. Champtaloup, School Medical Officer, Wellington 

Mr. D. G. Ball, Inspector of Native Schools. 

Mr. J. Renfrew White, Author of "The Growing Body" 

Mr. D. M. Roe, Principal, Training College, Aucklann. 

Mr. H. E. Longworth, Physical Instructor, Wellington 

L 
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Mr. K. C. Reid, Physical Instructor, Auckland. 

Miss J. Brownlee, Physieal Instructress, Christchurch 

Mrs. L. Taylor, Physical Instructress, Girls' Col:i:ge, 
We lli ngtorr 

Miss C. J. Wells, Physical Instructress Technical College, 
Wellington 

Miss A. King, Physical Instructress St. Margaret's College 

Mr. J. A. Duffy, Physical Instructor, Scots College 

Mr. A. Jenkins, Wellington 

Mr. W. H. Armour, Headmaster, Wellington College 

Miss F. M. Hind, Head Teacher, Karmri West School 

Mr. J. W. McGechie, Head Teacher, Parnell School 

Miss K. B. Turner, Normal School Association. 

(The above three delegates were N.Z.E.I. representatives) 

Mr. D. Forsyth, Headmaster, Port Chalmers School 

Mr. H. Amos, New Zealand Olympic Association 

Dr. Grahm Robertson, Orthopaedic Surgeon, Wellington. 

The purpose of the Conference from the Government's 

point of view, was to secure a general agfee~ent to the 

future method of approach of the subject. This included 

an assessment of what had been accomplished in the primary 

and secondary schools, noting particularly the deficiencies 

which were only too obvious, together with suggestions a.na 

recorrrnendations as to the institution of a system of 

physical education which would cater for all stages of 

physical development i.e. from the kindergarten level to 

adult life. The delegates were requested to survey the 

tota~ situation and thereby benefit the Government by their 

L 
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instructors . This motion evoked animated discussion. 

While many lay delegates and physical instructors 

thought -that the necessary training could be given in the 

four Training Colleges, the medical authorities and 

especially the orthopaedic surgeons v:ere insistent in 

their advoc~cy that such training should be given in a 

College of University level and one attached to a 

Medical School. These delegates insisted that specialists 

rrrust have a sound knowledge of anatomy, hygience and 

physiology . The resultant resolution read, 'That 

specialist teachers in physical education oe trained for 

attachment to !IJUr •rraining Colleges at a school of 

University standard; that all teacher-students receive 

instruction in physical education under their lecturers; 

and that in addition an aclquate staff of ph~sical education 

instructors be constituted oy the Education Department 

to act in co-operation with the School Medical Service , · 

for service throughout the Dominion in order to supervise 

and direct the work carried on by teachers in the schools. 

4 . "That sufficient instructors be trained to carry out 

effectively a nationa1 system of physical education." 

5. The Conference recognised the need for physical welfare 

camps. 

6 . This resolution called the attention of the Education 

Department to the necessity of a high standard of physical 

fitness for Training College stude nts. 

7. Oonside raole discuss ion took place among the delegates 

L 
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as to the merits of both military drill and physical 

training in secondary . schools. In the light of the 

1947 Technical College Teachers' Conference, the 

resolution finally agreed upon in 1937, is of the utmost 

importance - 'That in our post-primary schools care 

should be taken that military training should n.ot be 

allowed to interfere _with a sound system of physical 

education/' 

8. "That schools be encouraged to utilize school grounds 

to a greater extent than at present for ex-pupil organisa-

tions. That a survey be made of playing areas available 

for school recreation, and that in addition inquiries 

be made as to possible civic areas that could be used 

where .schools have little or no playing areas." 

9 . The value of swirmning was noted by ~~  Conference, who 

urged the Government to allow special time-table privileges 

in the February curriculum to fosterpthis essential ., 

acti vity. In conjunction with this scheme, a survey 

was considered necessary to enquire into possible swimming 

facilities for school use. 

10 . On. the medical side, the Conference congratulated the 

Government on its milk supply to schools, but in addition 

requested that a conmittee set up to report on the 

internal arrangement of schools, with a '1iew to making 

better provision for school bags and their best method 
• 

of carriage, school lunches, and the most efficient type 

of footwear for both indoor and outdoor use. 

l 
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The final conclusion of the Conference · was the necessity 

of appoilll1ting some well ·qualified officer to direct snd 

supervise &11 activities associated with the physical welfare 

of schools and the general comrm.rni ty. 'rhis was substanti-

ally the idea set forth by Dr. Hercus, and the delegates 

realized that for the success of physical education, a capable 

individual was required to consolidate the resolutions 

and thus place the subject on a higher level than ever 

attained previously. 

Although the delegates were emphatic about a single 

national policy of physical education being instituted, no 

member fore~aw the possiblity (now fact) that two Government 

Departments would share responsibility in the matter. 

Enquiry was searching in all aspects of school physical 

education as the majority of delegates were personally 

interested in this aspect, while the adult recreative 

projects were not dealt with searchingly nor deeply. The 

envisaged national policy ultimately was segregated into 

two ~~  ions, one controlled by the Education Departrrent, 

the other administered by the Internal Affairs Department . 

The ulitmate cleavage was widened as the Education Departrrent 

has trained many personnel in an efficient system, while 

the Internal Affairs neiartment has recruited its staff 

from untrained sources in the majority of cases, with the 

inevitable result that cne staff is not comparable profession-

ally with the other: not only does this create a greater 

division of national policy but it also limits the co-ordina-

tion between the two D:epartments . The remedy appears to be 

L 
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the amalgamation of the two divisions of general physical 

education, under the control of one authority. 

Committees were appointed by the Government to pursue 

the resolutions of the Conference, while the newspapers 

informed the public of the proposed changes. A further 

stirrrulation was gained when the visiting New Education 

Fellowship delegates spoke with authority on the subject 

of physical education. Dr. Cyril Norwood in an address 

.to citizens of Christchurch on the 14th July, 1937 said, 

"I do not want to see anywhere in the Empire the spectac·le 

of ten thousand children doing the same thing at the same 

word of comnand. That might be impressive in _a F®ist 

or Comnrunist country but we do not want mass physical 

education in ignorance; we want physical eucation of the 

mass by the development of the individual." After referring 

to the days of Greek ·physical and rrental culture, Dr. 

Norwood claimed that at least a third of the general 

education should be devoted to the education of the body; 

another third was allot tee to acad·emic education, while 

the remainder of the school life was to consist of the 

training of hands, ears and eyes. "This is a plea for 

thoroughness and for giving physical education the place 

it deserves." This Education delegate attributed the loss 

of Greek physical culture in large measure to the advent 

of Christianity, which had taught that flesh was only evil. 

"I do not think that con tent ion exists in the Gospel," 

he added, "but it smothered previous conceptions and 

L 
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villified the body." From that time dated the distinct 

s~~aration of the body, mind and the spirit: the body 

being given the position of by far the least importance. 

That contampt for the body had been potent in the shaping 

of the present system of education. This philosophy 

was uttered at a very opportune period, add, as endorsed 

by several leading articles in daily newspapers, made 

New Zealanders feel ashamed of the backwardness of their 

Dominion. The editor of one article surrrned up the 

si tua tio.n by writing: "Yet quietly and steadily, the 

educational authorities, with the backing of the Government 

are acting on the proposals of the April Conference and 

are thus moving with the rest of the world in making 

the change from physical training to physical education, 

with the resultant acknowledgement of its impDrtance in 

school-life." 

Near the close of 1937, the Honourable P. Fraser, 

was prepared to place on the Supplementary estimates, an 

amount for extending the work of physical instruction. 

Before doing so, the Minister of Education requested the 

Department to consider the following factors: 

(a) The number of additional instructors to be appointed. 

(b) The annual expenditure on salaries and travelling 
expenses 

(c) A survey of the areas to be covered by instructors 

(d) In regard to third-year specialization, were the 
students to be concentrated in Dunedin and also 
what time was required for . this course? 

_J 
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(e) The Department was also asked to consider the 

establishment of a school of physical training 

in Dunedin as proposed by Dr. Hercus~ 

After due deliberation, the Education Department 

suggested that the duties of physical instructors we_r.e 

to be as supervisors of all the schools in their areas. --
The minimum number of such specialist teachers was 

calculated at thi-rteen, exclusive of the eight instructors, 

employed at the Training Colleges. The distribution 

advocated was that Otago, Wellington, Auckland and 

Canterbury areas should have two itinerant specialists, 

v1hile Taranaki, Wanganui, Hawkes Bay, Nelson and Southlandi 

should have one instructor each. The approximate total 

cost was estimated to be between £6,000 and £7,000. 

With reference to the training centre, the Department 

clearly intimated that their power of absorbing trainees 

was very limited. As these teachers were long-lived, 

the authorities considered that there were probably 

sufficient ex-trained specialists to fill the ~hirteen 

positions. There was the need to train more for secondary 

schools, physical organizers for the corrmunity and 

possibly primary school specialists. The period of 

training would be of' two types, as unanimously agreed 

upon at the Conference, and would not only give the 

selected general teacher a specialist year's training, but 

also to provide a three year course for specialists. with 

Dunedin as the centre. 
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Co-inciding with this report, the Memorandum of the 

sub-comnittees set up at the Conference, was submitted 

to the Minister; the collated data was rich in sug gestion 

and outstanding as a final report of the delegates meeting. 

The text read as follows:-

1. "It seems imperative that there should be a supervisor 

_of physical education whose field would include every 

grade of education and perhaps the comnunity as well. 

It is even suggested that there be two supervisors,, 

a man and a woman of egual status or totherwise. The 

Committees desire an immediate beginning with a system 

and therefore the appointment of a supervisor was an 

urgent necessity to approve of the syllabus, am also 

of the appointment of instructors so as to avoid 

confusion and expense.rt 

2. The committees were unanimously in favour of discard-

ing the textbook compiled for Primary Schools by 

Mr. R. White. They recommended in its place "The 

Syllabus of Physical Training for Schools" m.s i3Sued 

in 193..3 by the Board of Educatio.n, England. It was, 

pointed out that this syllabus was not entirely suitable 

since it has been draw up to meet conditions where, 

unlike New Zealand, playgrounds are in many cases inadequate 

and where gymnasia and a consider able amount of equipment 

l's necessary. The committees, however, were impresse~ 

with the value of the book and recommended its adoption 

for at least three years, when the position could be 
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reviewed, and a textbook wholly appropriate to New 

Zealand conditions compiled if necessary. 
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CHAP'l'ER V 

THE 1933 SYLLABUS 

From 1932 until 1939, physical education in primary 

schools was in a distinctly fallow period. Some teachers 

carried on with the 1919 English Syllabus, others adopted 

the postural scheme of Dr. Renfrew White, while others 

resorted to Army drill. Sometimes the work was taken in 

separate classes under interested teachers, sometimes as 

mass-work, sometimes as squad drill under leaders. Only in 

exceptional cases was there any change of costume, while in . 
, 

most cases, the daily fifteen minutes of "drill" was a bore 

to children and teachers alike. The Education Department 

employed no field staff whatever; the only specialists 

being attached to the four training colleges, where the 

pioneering efforts with the 1933 English Syllabus were 

beginning . Third-year trainees were re-inaugurated in 1937 

and each college trained ;Lts own future physical educational-

ists . Until 1939 these specialists found a very limited 

scope for their knowledge and the majority of them accepted, 

general teaching duties. In 1939, the selected third-years 

were grouped at certain Colleges for intensive training; 

by this rrethod, their course was more beneficial than previous-

ly as the College instructors were given greater lecturing 

time for the group. .The women third years were concentrated 

at the Wellington Teachers' College, while the men were 

assembled in Auckland. The teaching staff we re ve.terans of 
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the three previous systems and had done fine work for many 

years th~oughout the Dominion with very little encouragement 

from the Department. Financially, these specialists were 

at a great disadvantage to o_the-~ College lecturers whose 

salaries were much higher. 

With the arrival of Mr. P.A. Smithells as the newly 

appointed Superintendent of Physical Education, came an 

impetus which already has evidenced great progress in primary 

school physical education. Indeed the ground was fertile, 

the Education Department willing, the teachers' active and 

the publlc tempo excellent, for the syllabus which Mr. 

Smithells advocated, to be put into action. As an English 

trained specialist and one who had studied widely in other 

countries, . the Superintendent first realised the necessity 

of a qualified staff. He was fortunate in being able to 

choose the third year trainees for 1940, who studied the 

1933 English syllabus, which was formally adopted for New 

Zealand schools. 

The influence of oversea's methods was also noticeable 

in ma.ny of the progressive private schools, especially in 

the realm of physical education. The majority of these 

teachers had had the benefit of a three year course in 

authorised English Physical Education Colleges, while Mr. 

Sm i thells has been fortunate in obtaindng their services 

on the Departmental Staff. The sound training and judgement 

of t~ese women have materially assisted in the progress of 

physical education in the schools, and at the same time have 
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contributed to the locally trained specialist, not only 

with specific information but also a more seasoned philosophy 

of the subject. The marriage rate of such women has been 

high leaving the profession without any experienced teachers 

to give the stability which is requ::lred. The male specialists 

are more fortunate as there is a wide age range, even 

although the majority are recently trained. 

The third year studentship since 1942 has been centred 

at the Dunedin Training College. It has been the aim of 

the Department to import to these specialists a comprehensive 

concept of ph~sical education in relation not only to general 

education but also to the varied sciences. This aim ha{IS 

not succeeded fully as the one year course does not allow 

for both theoretical and practical training. However, in 

the programme modern and i nterpreta ti ve d a nee, art, nrus ic 

and general aesthetic appreciation have each been taught 

with considerabl~ success. The cultural aspect of physical 

education teachers is an essential element of their knowledge 

- an aspect neglected in the past and one which has lowered 

the 'mana' of such specialists. Many of the recently 

trained third years have carried on their academic careers 

in the Universities, the statistics for 1946 indicate that 

one-fifth of the teaching physical education staff in New 

Zealand schools have the Teachers' 'B ' Certificate: of 

these eleven have Bachelor of Arts, two are BacheJors . of 

·Science, nine are Master of Arts while one is a Doctor of 

Philosophy. 
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The administration of Physical Education throughout 

the New Zealand schools ls model led on the English specialist 

pattern. There are in secondary schools and Intermediates 

permanent specialists. In addition, the Edu cation Department 

has a Physical Education Branch with its Supe·rintenden t, 

Chief Area Organiser, Stati stician an d off ice staff, 

centrally situated in Wellington. The department a l field 

staff are centred in the various Education Board districts, 
their imnediate superior being the Senio r Inspector of that 

area. The area organiser of physical education supervises 

the whole board and the placing of the Staff in the vari ous 

schools. The field staff are divided into two groups: . 

those under departmental control, i.e. Area Organiser and 

assistant Area Organisers, and those under the administration 
of the Education Board - the additional assi·stants in 

physical education. In general, the former are the more 
experienced specialists, while the latter are fresh from 

their training courses. The Training College lecturers 
in this subject are also under direct Departmental control 

and as far as the College Staffs are cQncerned are technically 
on loan. This anomaly has caused and wil l cause future 

friction as such lecturers ha ve a dual control; the 
/'-. Principal of the Training College requiring the co-operation 

of his full Staff for internal harmony and organisation, 

while this co-operation may run counter to the attitudes 

of departmental lecturers. The solution of the probem 

appears to be in the transfer of the Training College 
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lecturers from the Department to the Education Board which 

maintains the Training College. 

The 1933 English Syllabus of Physical Training was 

used by some teachers in New Zealand Primary Schools in 

1938; Training Colleges adopted the scheme in 1939 when 

Mr. Smithells arrived in the country. Since that time it 

·hRs been the official syllabus. This edition ~an advance 

on the 1919 Syllabus) shows notable changes to its 

predecessors. The progress made in physical education has 

been sufficient to justify a hand-book which leav63 far 

more scope for the iniative and intelligence of the 

individual teacher, and calls for a higher standard of 

gymnastic performance on the part of the children. Emphasis 

is laid upon the importance of good posture both in rest 

and roovement, and on the cultivation ·or agility and suppleness 

through active movement. Consideration has been given to 

the modern desire for rhythm in movement and the elimination 

of s tiffne ss and rigidity from formal gymnastics. The 

formal nature of the lessons was greatly reduced from the 

1919 Syllabus and also in comparison with Renfrew V/hi te' s 

scheme, to provide every effort. to render the tables more 
enjoyable.and recreative. The Tables of Exercises were 

remodelled in such a way as to place 'increased responsibility 

upon the class teacher and to allow scope for personal 

judgment, freedom and enterprise. 

The success of this syllabus in New Zealand schools 

has been remarkable, and this achievement has been largely 
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due to the policy adopted by the Education Department. 

In 1940, 1941 and 1942 main centres were nominated for 

refresher courses. These gatherings of teachers were 

instructed by the newly tr·ained specialists under the 

guidance of the Superintendent. By active participation, 

teacher·s realized the scope of' vigorous con 1 rolled activity 

and pur-poseful agilities: b y films of English classes, 

organisation and . method of Physical Education via~ shown; 

by suitable lectures and demonstrations,essential 

fundamentals were stressed . The single failure of the 

week • s course was the attempt by the Staff to teach too 

mp ch rather than cement firm foundations with the 

inevitable result that the participating teachers were 

overburdened with so much new material . A more recent 

innovation has seen small one day courses which covered 

selected topics , the particular area desired the most . 

Not only are the meetings smaller in nunfuer , but also 

the instruction is more specific . Such courses are organis-

ed by Area Organisers and their Staff . 

After the initial introducti.on of the Syllabus into 

the schools j_t soon became appare nt to teE.chers and 

itinerant spe ci alis ts alike, that the s cherne had its 

shortcooings both in exploration and in organisation~ 

New Zealand conditions also affected the performing of the 

full table, as the formal exercises in main, demanded 

static positions . The weather factor in certain areas 

i.e. Otago, Wellington and Canterbury demanded e more vigorous 

lesson than the English pattern . To surmount these 
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difficulties, the independent Area Organisers published 

articles on class organisa tion, tables for classes, 

agility progressi~ns, sysmmatised ball handling programmes 

and dances for all classes. These have undoubtedly been 

of immense assistance to teachers, but have caused 

considerable ar.xiety with the attitude of some areas 

where the Senior Organiser does not allow printed tables 

other than those in the 1933 Syllabus. The transfer of 

teachers from one area to another creates friction in 

method, as does the training of teachers in Teachers' 

Colleges in one Board, with all the s-tudents representing 

various other Areas. There is a growing demand in all 

Boards for a National syllabus edited for New Zealan~ 

conditions; but the Su~erintendent and the Department have 

been quiescent on the subject. ¥ith the consolidation of 

the physical education programme in the primary schools 

which is still continuing, the new revised syllabus, which 

is inevitable, will be all the m::>re useful, the longer 

the delay. The writing of the new handbook will present 

the major concern in physical education during the 

approaching two or three years. 

The most important section of a modern table is that 

called group work. In this, the class is sub-divided 

into groups of up to eight children under the guidance of 

one of their members, who is called the leader. A child 

of primary school age can lead up to eight children but 

experience and psychology have both proved that results 
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of bigger teams are poorer with the increase in numbers. 
It is to be noted also·that in the Scout movement that the 
same point has been studied - a patrol has up to eight 
members. 

The most important aspect of the group as team 
organisation is the opportunity it affords for the develop-

ti rnent of in~ative and social responsibility in the children; 
accustoming them to practise by themselves as in co-operation 
with others . In New Zealand primary schools group work 
has not been R complete success as in some classes the 
teacher has failed to impress upon the children the realisa-
tion that they are to help towards a quick and efficient 
organisation, being given as a result a greater opportunity 
to practise independently to improve individual standards 
of performance. 

The segregration of a class into groups, especially 
in the realm of physical activity outdoors, required more 
skilful teaching and supervision by a teacher in contrast 
to teaching the clas u as one unit. Even although leaders 
may be excelJent, this impQ'Jrtant section of a modern 
physical education lesson demands alert coaching and 
assistance from the teacher if worth-while results are to 
be obtained. The trend in most A re ns np to 194 7 has been 
to delegate too great an authority to team leaders, who in 
the main have not received sufficient instruction in 
leade rship . The accompanying fault is the lack of partici-
pation by the teacher, which not only lowers the standard 
of gymnastic movement but also runs counter to the leader 
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system as c9ntrol problems of the team fall immediately 

on the leader's shoulders. 

To secure correct harmony with the lesson organisation 

it is the aim of specialists to develop group practices 

with the aid of leaders who show some ability to lead and 

direct others. Borne appreciation of correct performance 

shol1ld be known and some critical faculty in regard to 

sectional activitieG. It is an advantage if the leader 

is a first class exponent but he or she must understand 

the aim of ag.ili ties or games and be able to discriminate 

between good and poor performance, while also insisting 

on the maintenance of ules. New Zealand children 

evidence excellent ability in leadershipL with a more 

careful analysis in teaching method, the future results 

in citizenship as a result of this 1 ead er training, should 

be a national asset. 

Pora ·high standard of physical achievement in group 

practices, the activities must be welJ tutored to the 

entire class as a whole. With at least three repetitions, 

children grasp the requirements of su::: h a movement, which 

then become team activities under leader control. Teachers 

have erred in the i nad equate teaching of 11 cass activities" 

with the inevitable result, that the performance of grioup 

practices, has "been of a somewhat low standard. Again, 

the leaders are overburdened with coaching such poorly 

knoVvYJ ac ti viti es, while endeavouring at the same time to 

lead a group . 
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Perhaps, the greatest innovation with this present 

syllRbus, is the principle of progression which concerns 

mainly agilities, swimming and ball handling techniques. 

By a gradual process of practices from elementary simple 

movements to complex intricate activities children learn 

the basic ~lements of each progression thoroughly before 

continuing to the next stage. Each progression is an 

end in itself, but also he s the value of being the stepping 

stone to some other advanced octi vi ty. It i s f,t this 

point, that criticism has been levelled at the syllabus 

by students of the Gest8lt school of psychology, who 

little realize thAt a progression is a complete unit or 

pattern itself, being at the same time a small fraction 

of a widely-women activity which children will later 

benefit from performing. The majority of progressions 

in physical education have roots in the infant scheme 

and reach the final achievement in advanced classes in 
the secondary school. 

The 1933 syllabus demands more preparation on the 

teacher's part than any previous physical training scheme. 

For fluency in class organisation and a pu:vposeful lesson, . 

the table must be adequately prepared beforehand. To 

obtain the utmost flexibility and co-ordination children 

must be in suitable costume, i.e. soft shoes or bare feet; l 
rompers ~or girls. Not only does this change of attire 

allow greater freedom of movement, but also removes any 

chance of embarrasa~ent through wodesty: the team spirit 
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and class atmosphere are both stimulated by suitable 

clothing after vigorous play is upheld. Schools need 

equipment for physical education and where there are 

enthusiastic head teachers with willing assistants, this 

problem has been surmounted. Many ingenious improvisations 

have been discovered, not only to sRve expense but also to 

overcome the scarcity of' such goods during the war year-s. 

With t..he adopted plan in all schools of but one al ass 

working outdoors at any time, which is one great improve-

ment~ introduced by Mr. Smithells, the ap ,. aratus pror:fum 

is not nearly so acute. The Education Department has 

materially assisted the schools by grants up to 1947 of 

play balls ~oth large and si:1all, and the provision of 

Swedish benches. The basic equipment needed for a school 

is as follows:- two basketballs, a bean-bag or a tennis 

ball per child, two long ropes, ten short ropes, six 

skittles, team bands, one s~edish bench, six hoops, 

additional ~ar, which is of g_reat use, includes a tumbling 

mat, relay batons, jumping stools, and a vaulting box. 

The care and storage of the an :raratus in most schools is 

a major problem, as space is limited and cupboards in short 

supply. Even considering the excellent supervision of' 

gear monitors, apparatus goes astr&y and because of the 

expense is not replaced. For the smooth functioning of 

this syllabus, teachers require easy access to such equipment: 

j_ts .absence hinders progressive teaching and upsets organisa-
tion. 
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A characteristic of the Dominion's adaptation of the 

1933 English scheme has . been the use made of Maori 

physical activities which were primarily devised by tribes 

as a preparation for war, a keep-fit campaign, or :for 

relaxation and amusement. The rhythms used by the Maori 

are both simple and complex; the movements employed in 

the pastimes are poised and relaxed; the co-ormnation of 

voice and physical activity unrestrained and flowing. 

Pakeha children, when well taught, can share this heritage 

with their Maori brethren, by not only enjoying the 

activities but also gleaning some small aspect of the native 

spirit and culture. However, instructors with a poor 

background of the Maori race, can render untold damage 

to this aspect of physical education, as crude variations 

of hakas, action songs, pois,hand and stick games rea'Ji.ly 

bring forth scorn and ridicule from the Maori leaders. 

Suffice to mention that for the future benefit of children 

plus the co-operation of the Maori :people the instruction 

of Maori activities must be carried out by competent 

teflchers only this includes a few specialists in physical 

education and a minority of general teachers. 

The English Syllabus lesson plan devides a lesson 

into seven sections: with New Zealand condit~ons, sections 

3, 4 and 5 have been omitted in most areas where the weather 

is windy, wet or cold. The emphasis has shifted from 

formal exercises to general activities which include the 

class and group practices. For comparison, the two 
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types of tables are given below:-

English Table Plan 

Group I (Intro. Activity 
" (Rhythmic Jump 

" II Head and Trunk Exses. 

" III/Arm exercises 
"IV Leg, balance and 

abdominal exercises 
" V (Lateral Trunk exercises 

"VI (Class Activity 
(Group Practices 
(Game 

" VII Depleting Exercise. 

N.Z. Table Plan 

Introductory Activity 
Rhythmic jump 

Trunk Exercise (Posture) 

Class activiti e s (Two) 
Group Practices 

Game 

De pleting Exercise 

Both tables are of thirty minutes duration and are 
taken three times a week. The deletion of th~ee sections 
of the English plan, has shifted the emphasis in New Zealand 

physical education to the 'class activity' and 'group 

practice' sections where a wider range of body moverrent is 

required and where a .greater training in social responsibility 
and leadership can be fostered. The reasons for excluding 

the formal exercises is twofold: as static positions 

are usually required for such exercises, the children are 

in danger of becoming cold after warming-up activities: 

also in the pe r formance of exercises, posture must at all 

times be correct, otherwise the specific exercise is worth-
less and in some cases, dangerous. The average general 
teacher has not had the opportunity to study anatomy and 

physiology, with the result that slightly distorted 

positions are not seen nor corrected. With these important 
aspects in mind, the physical education branch has advised 
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teachers to concentrate their teaching on the activity 

sections of the table. The formal exercise included 

usually is of a rhythmic tYPe which in general, aims at 

assisting the Kinaesthetic appreciation of good p:>sture. 

This type of lesson also lends itself admirably to the 

sole-cha rge and two-teacher country schools, which total 

more than one thi rd of the schools in the Dominion. 

The rapid expijnse of Physical Education since the 

arrival of Mr. Smithells in 1939, can be gauged by the 

Head Office Staff, which includes the Chief Organiser, 

a Statistician, and two typists. The field staff 

actively engaged in visiting or teaching permanently in 

primary schools number ninety-six. To evidence the 

youthful aspect of the itinerant specialists and the scope 

of the training since 1940, statistics show that seven-

eights of the physical education teachers are under thirty 

years of age. In conjunction with this staff expansion, 

the expenditure on this school subject is worthy of note 

sin6e 1937 until 1946-47. 
Year Phisical Education General Education ~ 

1936 - 37 £2,680 4,032,266 •. 0006 
1937 - 38 3,173 
1938 - 39 3,072 
1939 - 40 4,061 
1940 - 41 5,329 5,401,123 .0009 
1941 - 42 7,324 
1942 - 43 12,103 
1943 - 44 12,960 5,272,740 .0002 
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Year Phisical Edu ea tion General Education j 

1941.-~ - 45 £17,822 
1945 - 46 25,765 
1946 - 47 32,763 £8,600,000 .0039 

This total expenditure includes both primary, 

secondary and district high schools; in the sphere of 

physical education, the amount expended, to and including 

1946 was principally associated with primary and district 

high schools, which are under direct control of the 

various Education Boards. 

The marked development in the teaching of swimming 

has been characteristic of the rapid growth of physical 
education. The principle of progression has been carefully 

analysed with the result that a national school coaching 

method has been formulated by Mr. K. c. Reid of Auckland, 

who has had a wide experience in teaching swimming and who 

possesses the ability to apply body mecha!)ics in movemento 

To assist teachers, a pamphlet on the teaching of crawl 

swirrnning was pUblished in 1941 and to clarify the method 

a complementary film was also produced. After being in 
use for five years the pamphlet needed revisi<i>n as 

additional techniques and coaching points were discovered. 

Nearly two years was spent in this revision by a panel of 

expert teachers of swimming. Their interim findings were 

submitted for conrnent to representatives of the various 

national bodies interested in swimming, including the 

National Bureau of Coaches, the Amateur Swimming Association 
and the Royal Life S~ving Society. All it contains is 
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based on practical experience and teachers find it entirely 

suited to their needs. 

The fundamental principles of the method are in line 

with the modern way of teaching all types of physical 
movement. In a pursuit SJ intimately connected with 

safety, whether of oneself or of others, sureness in 

learning is essential. In swimming, as in so many 

activities, if *ood methods are first learnt, then practice 
will add speed; but if bad habits are tolerated in the 

beginning, additional practice only causes them to become 
ingrained. The child must learn (and the teacher to 

realize) that confidence in flotation and ease of progress 

through the water are more important to him than struggling 
to win recognition for having covered, no matter in 

what style, a certain distance. In the past, distance 

certificates have attracted children to earn awards which 
were beyond their level: the style of swimming in such 

performances was in most cases, very poor. To circum-

navigate this situation, the Education Department in con-

junction with the Amateur Swimming Association, had printed 

progress certificates for style in crawl swimming. These 

awards are based on the pamphlet progressions, and act 

as an incentive to the child to perform each stage well, 

so earning an award on the certificate. In general these 

progress cards are intended for the Junior and Middle 

classes up to Standard 4. In Form I, the majority of 

children will have passed the full award for SNimming with 
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style and ease~ they are then allowed to proceed to the 

procur•ing of the various distance certificates, which 
then impose no physical strain on the swimmer. 

The Februar-¥ curriculum in primary schools has 

materially assisted the development l.n adequate swimming 
coa:ching. The Educ at ion Department ha~ materially 

assisted schools in the construction of learners' pools 
by granting a pound to pound subsidy. These miniature 
baths serve a very practical purpose not only for the 
efficient te aching of swirrming but also because they 
are excellent centres for recreation in areas where no 
swimming facilities previously existed. The shortage 
of materials has held up the construction of many and the 
next few years will see a great increase above the three 
hundred already built . 

There have been other methods which have waxed and 
waned in popularity. Some, such as the McCabe method, 
secured a strong hold among teachers in areas where swimming 
conditions were inadequate and where the teachers were 

not prepared to de·vote all efforts to achieve satisfactory 
ends. These rival schemes allegedly taught children to 
swim: there was no attempt to gain the confidence of a 
child in water: there was no stress of style, with the 

result that ' water thrashing' and haphazard progress 
resulted. These methods in all, have substantiated the 
De-partmen tal swimming policy, as teachers and public alike 
are conceiving a much clearer vision of what swimming 
should be . Orm thie pattern is clarified, it is evident-
that the national pamphlet fulfills requirements. 
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CHAPTER VI 

THE FUTURE· OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

·Pr ofessor Cothcart, on of the greatest living 
English physiologists, .said in a lecture in 1920, "If 

the phrase 'survival of the fittest' be applicable in 
a wide and gene ra1 fashion, it might with all propriety 
be applied to the subject of physical training. Surely 
no subject has suffered so severly at the hands of its 

devotees - as a recognised item in the development of 
the people it has spent a most unha:;:,yiy and precarious 
childhood, the beloved child of the fanatic, the toy 
of the educationalist, and the sport of the charlatan. 
It is a sad history, but the truth is dawning upon those 
in high positions. Physique is a fundamental necessity 
of a race and the coming era will probably awaken to a 
physical conscience which after slumbering for two 

thousand years will again rule the workd as it did in 
ancient Greece. From such a renaissance, the great 
civilisation of the future will draw their biological 
capital." 

The sad history of physical training refers to those 
two classes of individuals who have been responsible for 

all the harm done to a subject whose potentialities have 
been so great, the militarist and the ex-professional 
strong man. The days of these men have ih main passed. 
But the superstitions which these types have broadcasted 
into the educational and public mind during the last few 
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decades still hold sway in many New Zealand communities 

and many teachers favour militaristic conceptions of 

"drill" rather than scholast ic ones in any ventu!'e 

related to physical improvement. Of course, the idea 

is pernicious and is largely the outcome of autocr1-:t tic 
dispensation. The tmilitary exponent is the creator 

of formalised tYPes of physical activity, and where 

man machines are necessary these fit in with its function-

al codes, but as far as communal progression, cultural 

and scholastic physical education philosophy are concerned 
it is absolutely unresponsive. 

Formulated types of activity bear no relationship 

whatever to the natural and spontaneous activi t ies of 

man and child, and the deeply rooted neuro-nuscular 

movement patterns in the brain and neI'vous system of 

growing children and adults inherited from the past-age 

periods are more real and intrinsic than all the invented 

gymnastic systems of the professional strong man and 

exponents of ' blood and thunder'. Then again, by the 

introduction of individual practice into the lesson, each 

child has an opportunity of working at his or her own 

individual pace, and with individual rhythm. Is it not 

easier in this way to build up a child's confidence and 

by doing so eliminate tension, forced effort, and in some 

cases actual fear? Given self confidence per medium of 

good fundamental training it is remarkable how quickly 

children will pick up physical skill. With a syllabus 
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that is evolving in New Zealand the possible future 

effects of the informa-1 a:-iproRch to physical education 

can be summarised into five categories:-

1. A higher standard of physical skill among the children ' 

as a whole. · 

2. Increased self-confidence, carrying with it a desire 

to overcome personal difficulties and to attain 

some definite objective. 

3. Increased powers of concentration or, at least, the 

voluntary ap-r,lication to the full o.f what powers 

of concentration they possess. 

4. A better sense of discipline because it is largely 

self imposed. 

5. An appreciation of movement, poise and relaxation. 

There is no denying that the training of specialists 

has always been narrow and shallow. With the existing 
tempo of the movement in this country , the creation of a 

University diploma course is timely. Trainees in this 
institution will receive a thorough preparation for their 

profession as many facets of the subject will be tutored 

for the first time in the history of New Zealand physical . 
education. The "drill instructor", in the teaching 

profession, has long been the 'under-dog', and it is to be 

hoped that university physical specialists will raise the 

standard of community feeling towards the s~bj~ct. 

With the prospect of a revised syllabus being wr itten, 

the authors will have to simplify the edition and determine 
clarity of principl~. The average teacher will not read 
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lengthy passages, nor devote time to preparation, and 

for these reasons, tables will need t_o be simply constr~ct-

ed in progressive order. For the more interested teacher 

additional activities can be appe nded. This is probably 

the only manner in which a good general standard can be 

achieved in the primary schools. With extra staff and 

gymnasiums, the full benefit of physical education will 

be achieved: in parallel with this development, it is to 

be hoped that health education will ae).-o proceed apace. 

Such teaching has been neglected in the majority of schools, 

mainly as a result of the lack of a detailed syllabus 

and the scarcity of available reference and text books. 

The history of New Zeala nd Physical Education proves 

conclusively that this subject has been greatly influenced 

by overseas methods. The adoption of three English 

schemes as official syllabtl adds weight to this conviction 
as all three have served their purpose well . It has been 

the lack of inspired administration that has limited the 

complete success of the early adaptations. The locally 

compiled scheme of Mr. Renfrew White, although a failure 

in the schools generally, was launched at an unfortunate 

time: in the future this handbook wil 1 find a place in 

remedial gymnastic trields of an advanced nature. 

With the undoubted success of the 1933 Syllabus, which 
has been in operation for five years, there has been one 

aspect neglected entirely - the field of statistical 

research. The authorities have not had 'the opportunity 
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nor the training to critically examine achievements 

physically. The Uni ve rsi ty course should present an 

admirable centre for investigation of physical standards 

for children of the primary school age, and it is to be 

hoped that research will also enquire into the effects 

of agilities, landings in crouch, posture and ball-handling 
practices on young children. 

The field of clinicGl remedial classes for physical 

defects, although at tempted by specialists after the first 
World War, is another avenue which physical education 

specialists will take a major part. Orthopaedic surgeons 
deal with the problem as professional practitioners, but 

such men can co1)e with but the most advanced cases.. The 

many minor postural irregularities of children which do 

exist, are corrected to some slight degree by the national 

system of physical education, which does stress good posture 

and which stimulates muscle tone. The training of a 

remedial staff comprises a comprehensive course, the basis 

of which is anatomy, KinaN:;ology and body mechanics -

again Pt challenge to the Diploma Course at Otago 1niversity. 

In all, the scope of physical educst ion in primary 

schools, has widened and deepened since the 1877 Act. Its 

development has been spasmodic: at times bouyant and 

intense, at other penods decadent and despairing. For 

continued success of a harmonious physicRl development of 

every school child, teacher·s must be adequately trained 
( 
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and gr::1nted the t'ac:ili ties the su1)jec t deseT'ves, History 

oft times substantiates the claim tha L schemes have 

failed as a result of ~oor teachin~ methods and inadequ ate_ 

instruction . The successful yeA.r-s all instance the 

necessity of inspired Gdministration by CGpable individuals 

who have built up the services of energetic itinerant 

field staffs whose regular school visits stimulate the 

progress and enthusiasm of children and teacher alikeo 








